PERIKLES' PORTRAIT AND THE RIACE BRONZES
NEW EVIDENCE FOR "SCHINOCEPHALY"
(PLATES113-126)

I. THE PERIKLES QUESTION AND TRADITIONS OF INTERPRETATION
Traditional identificationsof the vestiges of Classical art have often depended upon evidencepreservedby chancein ancient literarysources.' Book Thirty-four of Pliny's Natural
1Works
frequentlycited are abbreviatedas follows:
ABr
= H. Brunn, P. Arndt, and F. Bruckmann,Griechischeund romischePortraits,Munich 1891(-1939)
= J. Boardman,GreekSculpture,The ClassicalPeriod, London 1985
Boardman
Cook
= B. Cook, The Townley Marbles, London 1985
Due bronzi
= Due bronzi da Riace. Rinvenimento, restauro,analisi ed ipotesi di interpretazione
(BdA, spec. ser. 3), Rome 1984
FrW
= C. Friederichsand P. Wolters, KoniglicheMuseen zu Berlin. Die Gipsabgiisseantiker Bildwerke in historischerFolge Erkldrt, Bausteine zur Geschichteder griechisch-romischenPlastik, Berlin 1885
= A. Furtwangler,MeisterwerkedergriechischenPlastik, Leipzig/Berlin 1893
Furtwangler
Houser
= C. Houser, GreekMonumentalBronze Sculpture,New York/Paris 1983
= G. Lippold, Die Skulpturendes VaticanischenMuseums III, i, Berlin/Leipzig 1936
Lippold
Mattusch
= C. Mattusch, Greek Bronze Statuary,From the Beginnings throughthe Fifth Century B.C., Ithaca, N.Y. 1988. (Mattusch's book became available too late to be
taken into account in the text of this study; referenceshave been inserted in the
footnotes.)
Michaelis
= A. Michaelis, Ancient Marblesin GreatBritain, C. Fennell, trans., Cambridge1882
= D. Pandermalis,Untersuchungenzu den klassischenStrategenkopfen(diss. UniverPandermalis
sity of Freiburg), Berlin 1969
= C. Pietrangeli, "La Villa Tiburtina detta di Cassio,"RendPontAcc25, 1949/1950,
Pietrangeli
pp. 156-182
=
1958
C.
Pietrangeli,
Pietrangeli, Scavi e scoperte di antichita sotto il pontificato di Pio VI, 2nd ed.,
Rome 1958
Richter
= G. Richter, The Portraitsof the GreeksI, London 1965
= B. Ridgway, Fifth CenturyStyles in GreekSculpture,Princeton 1981
Ridgway
= B. Ridgway, Roman Copies of GreekSculpture:The Problemof the Originals,Ann
Ridgway, Copies
Arbor 1984
= C. Rolley, GreekBronzes, R. Howell, trans., London 1986
Rolley
Robertson
= M. Robertson,A History of GreekArt, Cambridge1975
Visconti
= E. Q. Visconti, Musee Pie-Clementin I, Milan 1818, VI, Milan 1821
The latest studies available for referencein this article were published in 1988.
This articleis an expandedversionof a talk first given at the 87th General Meeting of the Archaeological
Institute of America, Washington, D.C., 29 December, 1985 (abstract,AJA 90, 1986, pp. 207-208). It is
dedicatedto the memory of Peter H. von Blanckenhagen,from whose lectures at the Institute of Fine Arts,
New YorkUniversity, I first learnedabout ancientsculpture.My thanksgo to RichardBrilliantfor discussing
several relevant issues with me, to Dietrich von Bothmer for reading the manuscriptand making many valuable suggestions, and to Columbia University for funding the necessary travel. Certain museums made it
possible for me to study objectsunder special conditions:I am particularlygrateful to Dr. Carbonara,Rome,
Museo Barracco;Dyfri Williams, London, British Museum; Tina Oldknow, Los Angeles County Museum;
Joan Mertens, New York, MetropolitanMuseum;J. Robert Guy, formerlyPrinceton,UniversityArt Museum; and Elena Lattanzi, Soprintendentealle Antichita di Calabria, Reggio di Calabria, Museo Nazionale.
The following people helped with bibliographic and other details: Elizabeth Bartman, James Beck, John
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History,for example, deals with metals:bronze,copper,iron, and lead. Here, as the making
of statuary is included among commonuses for bronze, the author lists famous artists who
employedthe medium,along with some of their works (Pliny, NH 34.53-92). Referencesin
Book Thirty-four have promptedrecognitionin Roman marblecopies of famous lost Greek
bronze statues, such as Polykleitos' Doryphoros (Pliny, NH 34.55). Pliny's text also mentions a renowned Olympian Perikles by the sculptor Kresilas (NH 34.74), another famed

work which may be countedamong lost masterpiecesin bronze. Kresilas' Perikles was but
one of many images of Athens' greatest statesman of the 5th century B.C.2 In Classical
Greece, such monumentalportraitsnormally depictedimportantmen full-length. "A portrait for a Greek constituteda whole statue, for the body seemed to him as expressive of
personalityas the features."3
A handful of Roman marble copies reproducesthe same helmeted male head, which
looks as if it could have belonged to a 5th-centuryB.C. Greek statue. The two best known
examples, now in the British Museum (PI. 113) and the Vatican Museum (PI. 114), were
found in the environsof Rome, at Tivoli, in the 18th century.4Both have been preservedon
herms, the shafts of which still bear an inscribed name: Perikles. The Vatican example
elaborates further: nEPIKAH E-ANOlnnOY AeHNAIO0.5 This helmeted head type,
thereby, is identified as a portrait of Athens' greatest statesman. It shows Perikles as a
mature man with idealized yet distinctive features typical of the Classical period: strong
brows arch over a straight nose with a depression at the bridge, and a sober mouth with full

lower lip. The curly beardis short and finely trimmed.The hair is also short,yet somewhat
fuller and more tightly curled; it provides a cushion for a helmet of Corinthian type, worn
pushed up high atop the head. Perikles' lofty headgear sets off the glance of his heavily
lidded eyes, capping his noble facial expression. The type is also known from a poorly
preserved head in the Museo Barracco, Rome, formerly in the Castellani Collection
Burleigh, Mark Caponigro,Alan Chapman,Andrew Clark, Brian Cook, Ross Day, John Mac Laren, ElizaStuart
s Pyhrr,
Strazzulla Rusconi, Michele Salzbeth Milleker, Mary Moore,
Maria-Jose
Romano,
man, and especiallyAlan Shapiro. Any remainingmistakes,of course, are my own.
2 Cf. Plutarch,
3.2. Plutarch (Perikes 31.4) mentions a portrait of Perikles in Pheidias' AmaPerikles
zonomachyrelief on the shield of the Athena Parthenos;see Richter, pp. 103-104, fig. 444 (detail, Strangford
Shield, London, B.M. 302): Perikles traditionallyhas been identifiedas the figure in an Attic helmet whose
face is coveredby an arm. Any portrait identification,however, appears to be a later invention;for bibliography and reconstructionsof the shield see E. Harrison, "Motifs of the City-siege on the Shield of Athena
Parthenos,"AJA 85, 1981 (pp. 281-317), pp. 310-311 and V. Strocka, "Das Schildrelief-zum Stand der
Forschung,"in Parthenon-KongressBasel, E. Berger,ed., Mainz 1984, I, pp. 188-196, 11, pp. 409-410. The
"Perikles"of the shield has recently been associated with the "Pilos-wearer":see H. Meyer, "Ein Neues
Pirausrelief, zur Uberlieferung der Amazonomachie am Schild der Athena Parthenos,"AM 102, 1987
(pp. 295-321), pp. 302-308 and p. 317, fig. 7, p. 320, fig. 8.
3 G. Richter, CollectionLatomus,XX, GreekPortraits:A Study of their Development,Berchem/Brussels
1955, p. 12.
4 See pp. 492-493 below and Appendix, pp. 500-502.
5Herm of Perikles, Vatican 525, Museo Pio-Clementino, Sala delle Muse 269: see Lippold, pp. 86-88,
15;
pl.
Helbig4 I, no. 71 (H. von Heintze). Herm of Perikles, London, B.M. 549, Townley Collection:see
A. Smith, A Catalogueof Sculpturein the Departmentof Greekand Roman Antiquities,British Museum I,
London 1892, pp. 288-289. The shaft of the herm in the British Museum is broken beneath the inscribed
name, and the lower part is missing;the inscriptionmight originally have been longer.
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(PI. 115:a, b), and from a lively work in Berlin, found in 1901 on the Greek island of Lesbos
(P1. 115:c,d).6
The portrait herm, a variation upon standard Greek types (Archaic Hermes-headed
herms and subsequent herms of other deities and mythologicalfigures), appears to have
developedduring the last half of the 1st centuryB.C., in Roman Republicantimes. Portrait
heads of famous Greek men (e.g., philosophers,poets, orators,
, statesmen),dissociatedfrom
their sculpturedbodies, were placed upon (tapering) shafts, enlivenedonly by genitals and
perhaps an inscription.7The resulting concoctionwas less cumbersomethan a life-sized
statue and was especially appropriatefor a learned gallery of famous Greeks in, for example, a Roman villa or private house.8 Specific impetus to fabricate a herm with a head
excerptedfrom a Greek portraitstatue came from the copyingprocessitself. Plaster casts of
bronzeoriginals, from which copies were made, were assembledfrom partial casts. In these
the head and neck were always an integral piece, separatefrom the rest of the body.9
All the known Perikles copies appearto have been made after casts taken from the head
of a single bronze statue. In additionto the above-mentionedparticularitiesof portraittype,
critical dimensions of the four extant heads correspondrelatively closely. The face, from
6 Since the neck of the Perikles, Rome, Museo Barracco198 (ex Castellani) is not
preserved,the restoration as a herm is not based on sufficientevidence;see Helbig4 II, no. 1886 (H. von Heintze) and G. Barracco
and W. Helbig, La CollectionBarracco,Munich 1893, I, p. 37; II, pl. 39. On the first three Periklescopies see
also ABr, pis. 411-416. For the Perikles, Berlin, Staatliche Museen Sk. 1530, see C. Blimel, Staatliche
Museen zu Berlin, Katalog der Sammlungantiker Skulpturen,IV, RomischeKopie griechischerSkulpturen
des fuinftenJahrhundertsv. Chr., Berlin 1931, p. 5, pis. 8 and 9 and E. Rohde, Griechischeund romische
Kunst in den StaatlichenMuseen zu Berlin, Berlin 1968, p. 101, fig. 78. The Berlin head, carvedtogether
with neck and part of chest, was made for insertion, probably into a statue rather than a herm. For all the
marble copies see Richter, pp. 103-104, figs. 429-435, 437-439. A fragmentarymarble head, Princeton,
University Art Museum, Alden SampsonCollection,has been less securelyassociatedwith this portrait-type:
Richter, no. 5, p. 103, figs. 442 and 443; C. Vermeule, Greek and Roman Sculpture in America, Berkeley
1981, no. 28, p. 55; but cf. Pandermalis,p. 31 and Ridgway, Copies, p. 55. Not enough of the helmet is preservedfor it to be relevanthere. This study necessarilyemploysthe original edition of Richter ratherthan the
abridgedand revisedversion (R. Smith, ed., Ithaca, N.Y. 1984). For the strategoshead Munich Glyptothek
299, at one time identifiedwith the Perikles portrait (ABr, pl. 418 and 419), now usually considereda classicizing creation,see B. Vierneisel-Schlorb,GlyptothekMuiinchen,Katalogder Skulpturen,II, KlassicheSkulpturen des 5 und 4 Jahrhundertsv. Chr., Munich 1979, no. 45, pp. 502-505; pp. 506-507, figs. 242-245.
7 H.
Wrede, Die antike Herme, Mainz 1986, pp. 2, 5-8, 17-30, 59-61, 71-79; Pandermalis,p. 104. See
also for classificationR. Lullies, Die Typen dergriechischenHerme, Konigsberg1931; for citationsin ancient
literaturesee L. Curtius, Die antike Herme, Leipzig 1903, pp. 3-6.
8 Wrede,
op. cit., pp. 59-61, 75, 79; E. Harrison, The AthenianAgora,XI, Archaicand ArchaisticSculpture, Princeton1965, pp. 125,128; T. Lorenz, GalerienvongriechischenPhilosophen-und Dichterbildnissen
bei den Romern, Mainz 1965, pp. 20-26, 39-42, 58-59; on display see J. Raeder, Die statuarischeAusstattung der Villa Hadriana bei Tivoli, Frankfurt 1983, pp. 243-249; on herms, ibid., p. 298 with note 518,
pp. 358-359. For the Perikles herms in the so-called Villa of Cassius see R. Neudecker, Die SkulpturenausstattungromischerVillen in Italien, Mainz 1988, pp. 65-66, 229, 232-234. On the great Roman demand
for portraits,which "encouragedmass production,"see M. Bieber, Ancient Copies, Contributionsto the History of Greekand Roman Art, New York 1977, p. 186. Whether the original Greek portraitwas a herm or a
statue was once a question, e.g., Furtwaingler,pp. 270-271.
9The evidencefor partial casts: C. Landwehr, Die antiken Gipsabguiisse
aus Baiae, GriechischeBronzestatuen in AbguisseromischerZeit, Berlin 1985, pp. 20-23 and C. von Hees-Landwehr, GriechischeMeisterwerke in romischenAbguissen,Frankfurt 1982, pp. 17-18, fig. 14. On partial casts enhancingeclecticismsee
Ridgway, Copies,p. 33.
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bottom of beard to bottomof helmet, is ca. 19-20 cm. high (approximatelylife-sized), and
the total height, from bottom of beard to top of helmet, is ca. 40-41 cm.10The only major
variationamong the Perikles copies is the shape of the cranium(deformed:Vatican, Berlin,
Barraccoversusnormal:British Museum), and to this detail, which is the centralconcernof
the present study, we shall return shortly. In general, the heads of Perikles belong to an
ever-shrinkingcorpsof copies still believedto reflectsome lost Classicaloriginalwith a high
degreeof accuracy.1
Despite the multitudeof ancientPeriklesportraitsthat once existed, the extant group of
marblecopies has regularlybeen associatedin moderntimes with Kresilas'Olympian Perikles.'2 The bronze Classical original usually has been datedwithin the third quarterof the
5th century B.C.and often has been considereda posthumous dedication.13Accordingto
preserved inscriptions, Kresilas came from Kydonia, Crete, but as a major sculptor frequently workedin Athens. Kresilas'portraitof Periklesmust have been not only full-length
but also very likely heroicallynude;it may well have stoodon the Akropolis.14
10
The following measurementsappear in Richter, p. 103; Vatican herm: H. of head 38.8 cm., Barracco
head: H. 38 cm., British Museum herm: H. of head 41.2 cm., H. of face to beneath helmet 20.1 cm. These
differ slightly from recentmeasurements.Accordingto the British Museum, herm of Perikles:H. of head 40.2
cm., H. of face 19.4 cm. The author'smeasurements,Vatican herm:H. of head 40 cm., H. of face 19.75 cm.;
Barraccohead:preservedH. 37 cm., H. of face 19 cm. Bliimel (footnote6 above), p. 5, Berlin head:H. of face
to beneath helmet 20 cm. For mechanicalcopying and the pointing device, see G. Richter, Ancient Italy, A
Studyof the Interrelationsof Its Peoples as Shown in Their Arts, Ann Arbor 1955, pp. 37-40 and, specifically
on copies of portraits,see eadem, "How Were the Roman Copies of Greek Portraits Made?"RM 69, 1962,
pp. 52-58.
1 Robertson, I, pp. 335-336; Boardman, p. 206, fig. 188. Cf. Ridgway, Copies, pp. 55-56, 67-68 on
suggested non-5th-centurysources for the Perikles type, but she concedes (p. 56) "the extant herms are not
incompatiblewith Attic style around 440 B.C."and Ridgway, p. 180, on the possibility of the type being a
Roman,lst-century (after Christ) invention. For copies as productsof Roman art, both as classicizing Urnbildungenand new creations,see P. Zanker, KlassizistischeStatuen, Mainz 1974, pp. xv-xx.
12
Strong identificationwith Kresilas (Pliny, NH 34.74) begins with FrW, p. 214; cf. A. Conze, "Griechische Portraitkopfe,"AZ 26, 1868 (pp. 1-2), p. 2. See also, e.g.: J. Bernoulli, GriechischeIkonographieI,
Munich 1901, p. 109; Furtwangler, pp. 270-272; E. Suhr, SculpturedPortraitsof Greek Statesmen,Baltimore 1931, pp. xi-xii; Lippold, p. 88; EAA IV, pp. 405-407, s.v. Kresilas (P. Orlandini); Richter,
pp. 103-104; J. Charbonneaux,R. Martin, and F. Villard, ClassicalGreekArt (480-330 BC), J. Emmons,
trans., New York 1972, pp. 172, 174.
13
Richter, p. 104; for an earlier dating see Ridgway, Copies,p. 56, but comparethe case for a posthumous
portraitrequiring a post-429 date in D. Metzler, Portratund Gesellschaft,Minster 1971, pp. 221-222.
14On Kresilassee Furtwangler,pp. 267-270; EAA IV, pp. 405-407 (P. Orlandini). For a bronze statuette
(Hartford, Wadsworth Atheneum 1917.820) possibly connected with the type, see E. Bielefeld, "Bronzestatuettedes WadsworthAtheneumsin Hartford/Connecticut,"AntP 1,1962, pp. 39-41, pls. 30-37; A. Kozloff, D. Mitten, et al., The Gods Delight, The Human Figure in Classical Bronze, Cleveland 1988, no. 58,
pp. 312-315. See also W. Gauer, "Die GriechischenBildnisse der Klassischen Zeit als politische und personliche Denkmaler,"
JdI 83,1968 (pp. 118-179), pp. 141-143. For associationof the Hartfordstatuettewith
later strategos types influenced by Kresilas' Perikles, see G. Dontas, "Bemerkungenfiber einige attische
Strategenbildnisseder klassischenZeit,"FestschriftfiirFrank Brommer,Mainz 1977 (pp. 79-92), pp. 80-83,
89. The assumption of an Akropolis location depends on Pausanias, 1.28.2. For controversialAkropolis
statue-base fragments (which might have belonged to Kresilas' Perikles): H. Lolling, 'ErLypa4aleX TrS
Athens 1889 (no. 2: pp. 35-37), p. 36; Richter,figs. 434:d, 436; A. Raubitschek,"ZurPerikles'AKpo7roXEws',
statue des Kresilas,"ArchCl 25-26, 1973-1974, pp. 620-621. See also G. Richter, CollectionLatomus,LIV,
GreekPortraitsIV. IconographicalStudies:A Few Suggestions,Berchem/Brussels 1962, pp. 12-16, pls. 2-4.
On location, appearance, and significance (not necessarily posthumous) see also T. Holscher, "Die Aufstellung des Perikles-Bildnissesund ihre Bedeutung,"WurzJbb,n.s. 1, 1975, pp. 187-199, now reprintedin
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Such widespreadagreementon associationof the inscribedhead type with this particular portrait, while we have no absolute proof, surely is groundedon Pliny's referenceto
Kresilas'work, which plays on Perikles'name and his fame (NH 34.74):
... OlympiumPericlendignumcognomine,mirumquein hac arteest quodnobilesviros
nobilioresfecit.
... OlympianPeriklesworthyof his epithetandtheamazingthingin thisart[sc.technique
of bronzesculpture]is thatit madenoblemenyet morenoble.'5
Modern scholars have continuedto interpretthis fine image in accordancewith details of
Perikles' biography that have comeodown to us, primarily in Thucydides and Plutarch.6
These accountsfocus on Perikles as a public personage in the maturity and old age of his
life:17his blend of military and political acumen, which secured his almost unchallenged,
lengthy rule as general and statesman in Athens, as well as his supreme gifts as orator.
Archaeologistsmay focus above all on Perikles' recordedrole in Athenian art: his bold
appropriationof funds from the Delian league in order to implement the visionary building-programfor the Akropolis.
For Furtwangler, Kresilas' Olympian Perikles was "dasrechte bild des Lenkers eines
Vornehmsten von den anderen die Leitung zugestanden wird."'8 For Hekler, the face
revealed"einiiberauskluges, harmonischesWesen, dessenUberlegenheitnicht zum mindesten in der sicherenSelbstbeherrschungund im bewusstvornehmenBetragenvorderOffentlichkeit wurzelte. .. .1

For Suhr, "... the 'Pericles' of Cresilas will always stand as the

statesmanfor all time."20For Richter, it expressed"hisausterityand nobility, . . . his intellectual interestsand sensitivenessto art...."21 For Pollitt, the portraitis "aloofbut aware."22
Another aspect of Perikles' image is almost equal in importanceto the memorableface
which first attractsthe viewer's eye. The famous Athenian is not representedbareheaded
GriechischePortrdts,K. Fittschen,ed., Darmstadt 1988
3,
28, 103-104
pp.
and E. Buschor,Das Kriegertumder Parthenonzeit,Burg bei Magdeburg 1943, pp.4-. For less likely associations with Kresilas and the Perikles see Vierneisel-Schlorb(footnote6 above), pp. 84-86. See Mattusch,
pp. 191-192 on Kresilas and Perikles'portrait.
15 Wheneverno edition is given in a footnote,for either Pliny, NH, or Plutarch,Perikles,the translationis
my own. The Loeb editionsare used for the texts. I extendthanks to Mark Caponigrofor help with the assessment of existing translationsand with new translations.
16 E.g. Thucydides, 1.139.4-144.4; 2.34.8-46.2; 2.59.2-65.10 and, of course, in Plutarch, Perikles.
17 The best modern attempt to discoverthe man behind the ancient texts remains A. Burn, Pericles and
Athens, New York 1966 (1st ed., 1948); p. 21: "It is our great loss, then, that even Plutarchhas, as sourceson
Pericles the man, only comedy, which caricatured,or political writing, mainly hostile, or the traditionof the
next centurybased on memoriesof old men, who were young when Pericleswas alreadythe 'primeminister.'
Pericles wrote nothing; and no one who knew him really well wrote a memoir of him." See also F. Schachermeyer, Perikles, Stuttgart 1969, esp. pp. 88-105 and H. Bengtson, Griechische Staatsmdnner des 5. und
4. Jahrhunderts v. Chr., Munich 1983, pp. 109-146.
18

Furtwangler,p. 273; cf. Bengston,op. cit., pp. 124, 142, 145.

19A. Hekler, Die Bildniskunst der Griechen und Romer,
Stuttgart 1912, p. ix.
20

Suhr (footnote 12 above), p. xxi.
Richter, p. 104; see also eadem, "The Greek Portraits of the Fifth Century B.C.," RendPontAcc 34,
1961/1962 (pp. 37-57), p. 43.
22
J. Pollitt, Art and Experience in Classical Greece, London 1972, p. 100.
21
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but wearing a Corinthian helmet, the most venerable and long-lived historical Greek
helmet type. Inventedin the late 8th centuryB.C., it displayedthe impressivetechnologyof
being raised from a single sheet of bronze. Its closed shape, designed to be worn down
covering the face, afforded optimum protection in battle. Early on, the helmet became
standardin the panoply of the hoplite phalanx.23The Corinthianhelmet was progressively
streamlinedin form. Representationsin art show that by the latter part of the 6th centuryit
fitted tightly enough to be worn pushed up by a warrior not directly engaged in combat.24
This alleviatedcertain disadvantagesof the casque when pulled down over the face, for the
wearer not only must have been hot and uncomfortablebut surely sufferedimpairedhearing and peripheralvision.
Finally, duringthe 5th century,an imposingCorinthianhelmet perchedloftily atop the
head came to be associatedwith military command,specificallysignifying the officeof strategos in Athens. This commander-in-chiefof the armed forcescame to be recognizedas the
highest Athenian official, politically as well as militarily. A diverseseries of Roman copies
of male heads helmeted in this manner has been taken to reflect Greek portraitsof strategoi.25 The only extant copies inscribed with a name, however, are of the portrait under
considerationhere, which, probablyjustifiably, has served to identify the entire genre.26
Perikles, himself, was electedto the importantpost an extraordinary15 times in succession,
everyyear from 443 B.C. until his death from the plague in 429.27 He epitomizedthe Classical strategos,and the helmet in his portraithas been called an insigne of his rank.28
Plutarch's Life, in addition to outlining Perikles' deeds, achievements,and character,
preserves evidence of his physical appearance. His facial features supposedly bore a remarkable resemblanceto those of Peisistratos (Plutarch, Perikles 7.1), but alas we know
nothing of the 6th-century tyrant's appearance.A second particularityis describedmore
graphically (Plutarch, Perikles 3.2): "his head was rather long and out of due proportion"
Plutarch's primary source here was Attic
a'o-vpLerpov).29
('TpoItK?r be rTl Kef0aXfl KaL
Perikles'
cranial
where,
deformity had been exploited mercilessly for
evidently,
comedy,
caricature(Perikles3.2-3):30
23

A. Snodgrass,Armsand Armourof the Greeks,Ithaca, N.Y. 1967, pp. 49-52. The ProtocorinthianChigi
olpe (Rome, Villa Guilia 22679), ca. 640 B.C., shows hoplites in phalanx formation wearing Corinthian
helmets:P. Arias, M. Hirmer, and B. Shefton,A History of Greek Vase-painting,London 1962, pis. 116 and
IV; but cf. A. Gunter, "EarlyGreek Vase Painting and the Chronologyof Phalanx Warfare"(lecture,Washington 1985), abstractin AJA 90, 1986, p. 186. See also J. Wary, Warfarein the Classical World,New York
1980,pp.34-37.
24Snodgrass,op. cit., pp. 93-94. Cf. PI. 123:a, b.
25Ibid.; Pandermalis,especiallypp. 9-10, 88-89,103-104. On the historicalissue see E. Badian, "Archons
and Strategoi,"Antichthon5, 1971, pp. 1-34 and C. Fornara, Historia Einzelschriften,XVI, The Athenian
Boardof Generalsfrom501 to 404, Wiesbaden 1971, pp. 1-39.
26
Pandermalis,p. 9.
27
See Plutarch, Perikles 16.3, 21.2. Perikles also appears to have been elected strategosin 448/47 and
(Thucydides, 1.114.1) in 447/46. Bengtson(footnote17 above),pp. 113,124. EvidentlyPerikleswas defeated
in 445/44; see Fornara (footnote25 above), pp. 47-48, 55.
28 E. Curtius, "Zur Symbolik der alten Kunst, no. 3, Der Helm des Perikles,"AZ 18, 1860, col. 40; and
generally accepted,e.g., Conze (footnote 12 above), p. 2; FrW, p. 213; Bernoulli (footnote 12 above), p. 111;
Furtwangler,p. 273; see also Pandermalis,p. 9.
29
Plutarch'sLives III, B. Perrin, trans., Cambridge,Mass. 1916 (repr. 1984), p. 9.
30 For all references
preserved from Attic comedy, see J. Schwarze, Zetemata, LI, Die Beurteilung des
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The Attic poets used to call him "Schinocephalus"
for sometimesthey call the squill a
schinos.
Plutarch's vivid comic analogy refers to the bulbous root of the Urginea Scilla or Scilla
maritima,a plant of the lily family. The red varietymay have been the sea-onionof Homer.
Both red and white squills were known in ancient times and still grow along the shores of
the Mediterranean(PI. 120:b,d). Bulbs are globularto ovoid in shape and unusually large,
often weighing more than four pounds. From classical antiquity until the early 20th century, they were commonlyemployed in medicine as a diuretic and to combat symptomsof
the common cold.31According to Pierre Pomet's A Compleat History of Drugs of 1712,
"The Root is an Onion or Bulb as big as a Child's Head, compos'dof thick Coats or Spheres
that are red, juicy, viscous, and encompassingone another...."32 I do not know any reference in ancient literaturethat explores the source of Perikles' schinocephaly,which might
have been a birth defectrather than an inheritedfamily trait or a post-natal accident,since
the latter possibilitieswere more likely to have been recorded.
In Plutarch'sword image evokingthe statesman'speculiarhead shape, schinocephalyis
augmented by referencesto the famous Odeion built by Perikles (Perikles 13.5), the first
enclosedhall for musical contestsin Athens. Its exterior,which had a circularand sloping,
pointedroof, was said to reproducethe Persian king Xerxes' tent at Plataia. Plutarchquotes
Kratinos'Thracian Women,which poked fun at Perikles as follows (Perikles 13.6):
o (rXLvoKe()aAos

ZevS' o 8e 7rpoo-epXeraL TWrOeLOV
ETl TOV KparVLOVEXV....

Zeusis approaching
This schinocephalus
wearingthe Odeionuponhis cranium....33
How the audience'slaughter must have doubled at this broad comedicjest when an actor
enteredthe scene wearing a Perikles mask, readily indentifiableby its grotesquelyenlarged,
squill-shapedhead!34
The allusions of contemporaryAttic poets to Perikles' cranial peculiarity contrast
sharply with Plutarch'scommentabout portraitsof Perikles in the fine arts (Perikles3.2):
Perikles durch die attische Komodieund ihre historischeund historiographischeBedeutung, Munich 1971,
esp. pp. 28-29, 32-33, 59-60, 66-69, 98-99, 131, 183.
31 EncyclopaediaBrittanica, 11th ed., XXV, London 1911, p.C.747;
C. Leyel, Cinquefoil,Herbs to Quicken
the Five Sences, London 1957, pp. 150-151; L. Baily, StandardCyclopediaof HorticultureIII, New York
1963, s.v. Scilla (J. Harshberger;pp. 3116-3119), p. 3116; and 0. Polunin and A. Huxley, Flowers of the
Mediterranean,London 1981, p. 214. Modern studies are mostly concernedwith the flowers;for illustrations
of the bulbs of the two majorspecies
speciesof squill known in antiquity see PI. 120:b, d; L. Fuchs, De historiastirpium, Basel 1542, p. 782 and P. Pomet, rev. Lemert and Tournefort,A CompleatHistory of Drugs, R. and
J. Bonwickeand R. Wilkin, London 1712, pp. 100-101, pl. 39.
32 Pomet, op. cit., p. 101.
33 The Odeion is mentioned also by Pausanias (1.20.4) and Vitruvius (5.9.1). See Travlos, pp. 387-391;
H. Knell, PerikleischeBaukunst,Darmstadt 1979, pp. 77-79, 109; Bengtson(footnote 17 above), p. 126; and
on special significance for Perikles, Burn (footnote 17 above), p. 131. Plutarch's passage must refer to
Perikles' head shape rather than to his wearing of a helmet. The form of casque, which comes to mind, the
pilos, for example, would not have been suitable headgear for a commandingofficer of Perikles' time; cf.
Meyer (footnote2 above), loc. cit. I shall deal with the iconographyof helmets elsewhere.
34Schwarze (footnote30 above), pp. 66-67; see also Metzler (footnote13 above), pp. 147-151.
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... the images of him, almost all of them, wear helmets, because the artists, as it would
seem, were not willing to reproach him with deformity.35

Plutarch'stext therebybrings to mind the one notoriousvariationin detail between the two
inscribedRoman marble copies of the strategos' portrait.Whereas on the British Museum
herm (Pls. 113, 116:a, b) the upper curving surfaceof a normal skull is visible through the
eye openings of the pushed-up Corinthian helmet and a space exists between top of head
and casque, on the Vatican herm (Pls. 114, 116:c)locksof hair entirely fill the eye openings.
This peculiar detail of the Vatican copy, as we shall see, has always been thought to suggest
Perikles'elongatedskull rising beneaththe casque.
For generations,the favorof scholarlyopinion has swung like a pendulumbetween the
two versions. Scholarsin the late 18th and early 19th centuries,beginning with E. Q. Visconti, appearedto favor the deformityby connectingit with Plutarch'stext.36Mid to later
19th-centuryscholarsrejected"dieseHisslichkeit",37whereupon Furtwangler, contradicting the dominant 19th-centurytradition, maintainedthat this unusual feature of the helmeted Vatican version, "wird ein Zug des Originals sein, da hierdurch offenbar die dem
Perikles eigene hohe Kopfformangedeutetwar," and that Kresilas "denselbenals charakteristisch,soviel es ging, wenigstens durch die offenen Augenlochererkennenliess."38
Over the course of world history, cranial peculiarities of important personages were
shown intentionallyin the art of certain places at certain times. Several non-Greek examples, demonstratingdiffering relationshipsbetween the significanceof cranial deformityin
reality and its visual representation, can provide a foil for the aesthetic ideals of 5thcenturyB.C. Greece in life and art. Subsequently,we may review in a clearerperspectivethe
preponderantopinions of 20th-centuryscholars.
In New Kingdom
the 14th centuryB.C., membersof the pharaohAkhenEgypt
duringg
aten's family commonlywere representedwith elongated skulls.39Contraryto what once
was believed, head-bindingof infants apparentlywas not practicedat the court. Cephalometric X rays of preserved royal mummies have revealed abnormal cranial similarities
among some of Akhenaten'sancestors.Although Akhenaten'sown mummy has not been
surely identified,it probablydisplayedthis family trait: an elongatedhead. This head type
(somewhat exaggerated)became a stylistic conventionin Amarna art because the peculiar
35Perrin (footnote29 above), loc. cit.
36Visconti, VI, pp. 163-164 and 164, note 1. I have consultedthe Milanese, French edition (commonly
available in libraries), which incorporatesVisconti's own revisions; his work was originally published in
Italian in 1784-1802.
37FrW, p. 213. In the mid-19th century,the theoryof the helmet as a sign of Perikles'rank was profferedto
counterPlutarch'sreferenceto it as concealingPerikles'cranial deformity(footnote28 above). E. Braun (Die
Ruinen und Museen Roms, Braunschweig 1854, pp. 405-407) first rejecteddeformityin the portrait,stressing that the helmet associatedPerikles as general with the armed goddessof Athens, Athena.
38 Furtwangler,pp. 271, 273.
39Such as the royal princesses;see C. Aldred,Akhenatenand Nefertiti,New York 1973, e.g., no. 16, p. 102,
stela of royal family, Berlin, AgyptischesMuseum 14145; no. 88-'p. 160, head of a princess, Berlin, Agyptisches Museum 21223; and no. 130, p. 197, sunk relief of nurse with her royal charge, New York, Metropolitan Museum of Art, N. SchimmelCollection (note the contrastin the latter of normal and elongatedskulls).
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appearance of the ruler was instituted as an aesthetic ideal.40Significantly, not all the
individualsdepictedwith the deformityin art actually had it in life. Even Akhenaten'ssuccessor, Tutankhamon, whose normal-headedmummy is known, was given an ideally deformedcraniumin an early portrait.41
In PrecolumbianMesoamericaof the 7th to 9th centuriesafter Christ, the Maya of the
Late Classic period actually modifiedthemselvesphysically to conformto an ideal of longheadedness.In this geographicarea, malleable heads of newborn infants were pressed between boards,so that the skulls, flattened"foreand aft",maturedwith a raised projectionat
the top.42Thus in Mayan art we see not merely beautifiedlikenessesbut the reflectionof an
aesthetic deformation actually imposed in life. For example, in a wall painting of ca.
A.D. 790 at Bonampakdepictingthe ruler Chaan-muanwith subordinatesand captives,all
the last, who have been stripped for torture and sacrifice, plainly exhibit the distinctive
Mayan physiognomy.The victoriousMaya, by contrast,wear fancifully elaborate,towering headdresses,designed cleverly so as to defy gravity and balance without toppling, supportedby means of their cranial humps.43
In Renaissance Florence of the early 15th century, one of Donatello's powerfully
imagined,over-life-sizedmarble prophets,designedfor an exterior niche on the cathedral's
bell tower, was praised highly for a brutally realistic ugliness, unknown in art since (Roman) antiquity. Especially renownedwas the grotesquelylarge, bald head, from which this
belovedstatue's nicknamewas derived:Zuccone or Big Squash(-head).44
worn
In Classical Athens,
traditional
a traditionedal,
worn pushed
Coreveinn
evenAthens,
old-fashioned,Corinthianhelmet
up, with its towering, hollow casque, might simply have been particularly suited to surmount Perikles'elongatedhead comfortably,and wheneverhe was armedfor military command, locks of hair might well have been visible throughthe eyeholes of the great strategos'
helmet. But his deformedhead, which deviatedfromthe Athenians'normativeconceptionof
40 Not
only Akhenatenbut also, unusually, his queen, Nefertiti, wears a tall headdress,perhapsto enhance
the suggestion of desirable cranial elongation:ibid., pp. 54-55. On deformitysee also An X-ray Atlas of the
Harris and
E. 1980Wente,
Wente,
edd., Cespp.
Royal Mummies, J.. ChicagoHarris
p. 349, table 10.1: Comparisons... of
CraniofacialComplex and pp. 351-354, 358-359, Appendix: CephalometricMeasurementsof New Kingdom Pharaohs.
41 Portrait head of Tutankhamon on lotus blossom, Cairo, Egyptian Museum JE 60723; see Tutanchamun, Hanover (Kestner Museum) 1980, no. 40, pp. 140-141; also Aldred (footnote39 above), pp. 55, 197
and Harris and Wente, op. cit., fig. 1:14. On royal deformitiesas an ideal in Amarna art cf. J. Breckenridge,
Likeness,A ConceptualHistory of Ancient Portraiture,Evanston 1968, pp. 51, 56-57, 60-61.
42 Surmisedfrom later practicesin the Yucatan:M. Coe, The Maya, 4th ed, London 1987, p. 158; described
and relatedto what is seen in art by S. Morely, The Ancient Maya, 3rd ed., Stanford1956, p. 163. The source

for both is an important edition of a 16th-century text, Papers of the Peabody Museum of American Archaeol-

del Cosas Yucatan",A. Tozzer, ed.,
ogy and Ethnology,Harvard University,XVII, Landa's "Relacin de las
Cambridge,Mass. 1941, p. 88 and note 372, pp. 125, 129.
43 Coe, op. cit.,p. 103, fig. 71, pp. 104-105; M. Miller, The Murals of Bonampak, Princeton 1986, esp.
pp. 113-118, 124-129, 160-161 on the physical compositionof actual headdressesknown from art and pls. 2
(right), 48, 49, 50. See Tozzer, op. cit., p. 88, note 372 on Maya deformedheads as "betteradapted to carry
loads."
On antique associa44H. Janson, History of Art, 2nd ed., New York 1977, pp. 383-384, "pumpkin-head".
tions of quattrocentorealism in portraituresee Hekler (footnote 19 above), p. xlvii, and for the "Zuccone"
([Habakkuk] Florence, Museo dell'Opera del Duomo), see also H. Janson, The Sculpture of Donatello,
Princeton 1963, p. 40, figs. 15:d, 16:a, 17:c and J. Pope-Hennessy, Donatello, Florence 1985, p. 68,
figs. 71:3-72:4.
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human physical beauty, was an easy target for caricature.While Perikles commonlymay
have been dubbed"BigBulb-"or "Onion-head"in Greek comedy,could an analogousreference to his cranial peculiarity have occurredin High Classic visual art? Would a major
sculptorhave felt free to include an aberrantphysiognomictrait in a monumentalportrait
during the 5th century B.C. ?45

The responsesof most scholars in the 20th century have been based on defining what
would have constitutedportraiturein Classical Greece. In the 1950's, Schweitzeranswered
the Perikles question in the affirmative:"Wenn die Andeutung des literarisch bezeugten
Spitzkopfesdurch die Haupthaare, die in den Augenlocherndes Helmes gezeigt werden,
nicht nur Kopistenzutatsein sollten, ware dies die erste Erfassungeines individuellenund
zwar abnormenZuges im Idealbild... ."46 For Schweitzer,Kresilas'Periklestherebywas a
landmark, standing at the crossroadsbetween the early Greek "Idealbild"and the subsequent "Idealportrdt".Richter viewed historical portraits of men from the 5th century as
"faithfullikenesses"temperedby the style of the period:"life-sizesculpturedRoman copies
give us not a fictitiousbut a real visualizationof these individuals";"... they combinein an
extraordinaryway the representationof the type and the individual-the type of a highmindedstatesmanand of the individualPerikles... ."47Although noncommittalin Portraits
of the Greekson the controversialdeformity,Richter ultimately acceptedsome "curiously
individual details,"such as the hair in the eyeholes, which she believed to show "Perikles'
high skull."48

The following earlier 20th-centuryopinions are especially relevantin the present context. Hekler's commentsof 1912 on Classicalportraitureand the Periklesexpresseda somewhat contrastingunderstanding:
Die griechischeKunstdesfunftenvorchristlichen
Jahrhunderts
hat nochkeineigentliches
Portrathervorgebracht.
Die SehnsuchtnachSchonheitund Harmonie,welchedie ganze
derMenschenin dieserEpochebestimmt,has alles Characteristische,
Anschauungsweise
was den RahmendesTypischendurchbrechen
wollte,instinktmassig
zuriickgewiesen....
Physiognomische Treue kann natutirlichauch das Perikles-Bildnis nicht beanspruchen.
45 Cf. Classical vase
painting, e.g., the caricaturedportraitwhich must be Aesop (with the fox) on the tondo
of an Attic red-figured cup by the Painter of Bologna 417 in the Vatican: ARV2, no. 183, p. 916 and
Paralipomena, p. 430. See Richter, p. 72, fig. 264; Helbig4 I, no. 978 (E. Simon). Aesop, fl. early 6th
century B.C., was not an aristocraticAthenian but was said to have been a cripple and a former slave from a
remotepart of the Greek world. See footnote46 below.
46 B.
Schweitzer, "GriechischePortratkunst,"Acta Congressus Madvigiani 1954 III, Copenhagen 1957,
also
11,
p.
pp. 19-21, 26, 31, 35-36, 38; reprintedin ZurKunst derAntike II, Tubingen 1963, pp. 168-188,
along with his other fundamentalarticles "Studienzur Entstehung des Portrats bei den Griechen"(1940),
pp. 115-167 and esp. pp. 139-141, 146-147 and "Bedeutungund Geburt des Portrats bei den Griechen"
(1957), pp. 189-197. Ibid., pp. 193-197: literarydescriptionsof Sokratesas Silenus-like, e.g., in Plato, Symposium 215A-216D, 221D-E and Xenophon, Symposium5.5-7, in additionto masks used in comediesand
satyr plays, apparentlypavedthe way for ugly sculpturedportraitsof the Greek philosopher.See also Robertson, I, pp. 509-510 and Richter,pp. 109-119, figs. 456-473.
47 G.
Richter, CollectionLatomus,XXXVI, GreekPortraitsII, To WhatExtent Were They FaithfulLikenesses?, Berchem/Brussels 1959, pp. 39, 41; eadem, RendPontAcc34 (footnote21 above), p. 57 and see also
Richter, p. 94.
48 G.
Richter, Sculpture and Sculptors of the Greeks, 4th ed., New Haven/London 1970, p. 179; see Bengtson (footnote17 above),p. 111. Cf. Richter (RendPontAcc34 [footnote21 above],p. 57), who perceivesin 5thcenturyportraiture"thestress on the personalityas a whole without fortuitousdetails."
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Der Drang nach dem Typisch-Schonentriumphiertnoch iiber den Drang zum PersonlichCharakteristischen. Alles Zufallige, Disharmonische ist den Ziigen abgestreift worden.49

UnfortunatelyHekler remainedsilent about the all-importantvariation.
E. G. Suhr in 1931 saw Classical art and portraiture as ideal, conveying the character
rather than the physical likeness of the subject.50 While avoiding a critique of specific
copies, he emphatically stated his opinion regarding the Perikles question: "The helmet was

placed upon the head of Pericles to denote his capacity as a general; to suppose that it is
meant for the mere purpose of concealinga deformedhead is incorrect,and if Pericles had
been portrayedwithout a helmet, we may be sure that his head would have been as perfect
as any other. Such a departure would be utterly out of harmony with the trend of the
period."51The Classical sculptor, evidently, would have performedthe plastic surgery a
Classical physician could not.
More recent scholarly opinion, which has followed in the same vein, has been diametrically opposed to the schinocephalic interpretation of Furtwangler, Schweitzer, or Richter.
let alone a reference to physical deformity, has been deemed
Realistic individualization,
unacceptable in High Classical portraiture, which is said to have produced only ideal
types.52 Pandermalis's dissertation, Untersuchungen zu den klassischen Strategenkopfen,
even includes an X-ray drawing of the London herm (Fig. 1), in which a completely normal
form for Perikles' head is traced beneath the raised Corinthian helmet. For him, only this

copy (PI. 113), which answers in the negativethe questionof Perikles'"Zwiebelkipfigkeit",
49 Hekler (footnote 19 above), pp. viii-ix.
50 Suhr

(footnote 12 above), p. xi.
p. xix. Cf. E. Pfuhl, "Die Anfange der griechischenBildniskunst"(1927), reprintedin Griechische
Portrdts(footnote14 above),pp. 229-230 and R. Hinks, Greekand Roman Portrait-Sculpture,London 1935,
p. 5: "thebust is consequentlyan abstraction."
52 Cf.
Breckenridge(footnote41 above), pp. 5, 87, 90, 93; V. Zinserling, "Bemerkungenzur Portratkunst
der Hochklassik,"in Das Problemdes Klassischenals historisches,archdologischesund philologischesPhdnomen, Gorlitzer Eirene Tagung, 1967 IV, 1969 (pp. 21-28), pp. 21-22 and L. Giuliani, "Individuumund
Ideal. Antike Bildniskunst,"in Bilder vom Menschen in der Kunst der Abendlandes.Jubildumsausstellung
der PreussischenMuseen Berlin 1830-1980, S. Waetzoldt, ed., Berlin 1980 (pp. 43-86), pp. 45-47, 62-63,
no. 18. These scholarstherebyhave seen the idealismof the High Classicalperiodas a retreatfromthe realism
of the Early Classical (Severe) style, e.g., a Roman herm of Themistokles, Ostia (discovered1939): Richter,
pp. 97-98 with figs. 405-408; cf. K. Schefold,Die Bildnisse der antiken Dichter, Redner und Denker, Basel
1943, pp. 19-20. I have not been able to consult E. Voutiras, Studienzu Interpretationund Stil griechischer
Portrdtsdes 5. undfruhen 4. Jahrhunderts(diss. University of Bonn 1980). In the 1980's a new emphasison a
broader role for realism in portraitureof the Classical period developed among scholars who accept as a
portrait the Porticello bearded male head from a bronze statue of the second half of the 5th century B.C.,
Reggio di Calabria,Museo Nazionale; see K. Fittschen, "GriechischePortraits-Zum Stand der Forschung,"
in GriechischePortrdts (footnote 14 above; pp. 1-38), pp. 13-19. Cf. Rolley, p. 48, a "real portrait"reminiscent of philosophertypes. The Porticellohead, however,may depict a mythologicalcreature,a centauror
"oldman of the sea":see B. Ridgway, "The Bronzesfrom the PorticelloWreck,"in Archaischeund klassische
griechischePlastik:Aktendes InternationalenKolloquiums,vom 22.-25. April 1985 in Athen II, H. Kyrieleis,
ed., Mainz 1986 (pp. 59-68), pp. 67-68 and C. Eiseman and B. Ridgway, The Porticello Shipwreck, A
Mediterranean Merchant Vessel of 415-385 B.C., College Station, Texas 1987, pp. 105-106 and p. 64,
fig. 5:1-6. See also Ridgway, pp. 120-121, 180, and pp. 179-180, figs. 116-118 for the portrait head from
Cyrene, the so-called Arkesilas IV; on the latter see also Richter, pp. 104-105, figs. 453-455. See Mattusch,
pp. 199-200 and pp. 210-211 for a typological definition of 5th-century B.C. portraiturewhich takes into
accountthe Porticellohead.
51 Ibid.,
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FIG. 1. Reconstructionby D. Pandermalis:Herm of Perikles,London,British Museum 549. After D. Pandermalis, Untersuchungen zu den klassischen Strategenkopfen (diss. University of Freiburg), Berlin

1969, p. 29, fig. 1

could be true to the lost Classical portrait.53 Holscher concurs on the authenticity of empty

eyeholes and normal rounded head in the London copy, which also preservesthe turn in
Perikles'neck.54
The locks of hair which fill the eyeholes of the helmet on the Vatican herm (Pls. 114,
116:c) have been explained primarily as an addition made by the Roman copyist to illustrate in marble the deformedshape of Perikles' head known from literature.55The detail,
Pandermalis,p. 29, fig. 1.
Holscher (footnote 14 above), p. 195.
55 Pandermalis,p. 29; EAA IV, p. 407, s.v. Kresilas (P. Orlandini).
53
54
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alternatively,might be seen as a copyist'sunambitiousapproachto execution of the sculptural surface:"I have been working on this one herm far too long already-why bother to
hollow out the helmet's eyeholes?"
Thus, specializedscholarlystudies seem to have solved the problemof the majorvariation between the inscribedRoman herms of the Perikles portraiton an aestheticor stylistic
basis. The British Museum version has been acceptedoverwhelminglyas more faithful to
the lost Greek original. Survey books no longer mention the issue of Perikles' head shape
and illustrate only the London copy.56The Vatican version evidentlyhas fallen so far into
disfavorthat even referencesto it are often suppressed.
The irksome issue of head shape in Perikles' portrait,however, may have been laid to
rest prematurely.The other two secure copies have not always receivedadequate attention
alongside the inscribed herms in scholarly discussions. The Museo Barracco copy
(PI. 115:a, b) is poorly preservedindeed, its surfacequite worn. The Berlin copy (PI. 115:c,
d), although missing most of its nose and part of a cheekpieceof its helmet, is otherwisewell
preservedand fine in quality, sculpturallylively and detailed.57
Richter's observationabout the particular feature of concernhere is curiously unspecific. Under each of the four copies she records,"Hair seen througheye openingsof helmet,"
and she concludesthat the copies "mustall have been faithfully reproducedfrom the same
through the eye openings of the helmet which occursin some copies and not in others."58
Careful examination permits a more definitiveconclusion.The Berlin head recalls the
Vatican version:the eyeholes of the pushed-up Corinthianhelmet are not hollowed out but
filled with even more richly carved curls of hair.59Even the Museo Barraccocopy sheds
light on this detail: here again the eyeholes are not hollowed out; and, despite its poor
condition, "Durch das linke Augenloch des Helmes werden zwei Haarlocken sichtbar."60
The unusual elongatedhead, coveredwith curly hair and rising to fill the eye openings of
Perikles'pushed-up Corinthianhelmet, occurson three of the four preservedmarble copies
(Berlin, Museo Barracco,Vatican). Only the British Museum version reveals the rounded
top of a normal head through the hollowed-outeyeholes of the helmet.61Should the unique
copy continueto be consideredthe truest copy?
The British Museum herm (PI. 113:a) has been praised for reflecting the original
statue, not only in the eyeholes of its helmet but by displayingthe turn in Perikles'neck and
hence the inclination of his head. The Vatican herm (PI. 114), of course, is not necessarily
56
E.g., Charbonneauxet al. (footnote 12 above), p. 172, fig. 186; Boardman,p. 206, fig. 188; S. Woodford,
An Introductionto GreekArt, Ithaca, N.Y. 1986, p. 148, fig. 220. Cf. Pollitt (footnote22 above),p. 100, fig. 45
and Robertson,I, p. 336; II, pl. 112:a.
57See footnote 6 above, and on the Berlin copy see also R. Kekule von Stradonitz,BWPr, LXI, Uber ein
Bildnis des Periklesin den KoniglichenMuseen, Berlin 1901, Robertson,I, p. 336, and Ridgway, pp. 180-181.
58 Richter, pp. 103-104. Ridgway (pp. 180-181) seems to accept the hair seen through the eyeholes but
does not specify on which copies it appears;she does not indicate that the London herm differs, and she conflates the Berlin head with the London herm.
59Cf. Blumel (footnote6 above), p. 5.
60
Helbig4 II, no. 1886 (H. von Heintze); cf. Barraccoand Helbig (footnote6 above), p. 37 and G. Barracco, Catalogodel Museo di sculturaantica FondazioneBarracco,Rome 1910, p. 27, fig. 96.
61
Holscher (footnote 14 above), p. 195 and Pandermalis,p. 29.
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less true in the latter details, since it is broken at the neck; the head, which undoubtedly
belongs,has been reset level on the shortenedstump.62A few scholarsneverhave considered
the British Museum herm best in terms of general execution of sculptural detail and have
bestowed the position of truest to the lost bronze original on the Vatican copy.63"Die
urspruingliche,bronze-maissigeStrenge der Einzelformenlisst sich ... am besten an dem
vatikanischenExemplar erkennen."64For Lippold, "Die vaticanischeist scharf und sauber
gearbeitet,der strengeCharacterdes Vorbildeswar gut gewahrt;einzelnes, wie die Bildung
der Oberlider,wohl tibertrieben."65
Such variations in style, on the other hand, e.g., the cold, severe classicismof the Vatican version and the softer,weaker, "romantic"handling of the British Museum copy, may
be attributable,in part, to different periods in the history of Roman art when each was
carved.66The British Museum herm, dated variously between Hellenistic and Trajanic
times, could well be an early Imperial or even an Augustan copy. The more precise copy
style of the Vatican herm suggests closer adherence to a bronze original and thereby a
Hadrianic, 2nd-centurydate.67The Vatican copy, finally, should not be labeled as "worse"
than the British Museum version and cast aside quite so readily but rather appreciatedfor
its significantdifferences.
In sum, the usual questions have been asked, and they have been answered, but not
always in the same way. Which copy is best preserved?What is the style of each copy?
Which copy is best in quality? What did the lost Classical original look like? Which copy is
most true to the lost Classical original? Indeed, was there a lost Classical original? The
62As was pointed out carefully by earlier observers,
e.g., ABr, pls. 413 and 414; Furtwangler, p. 271;
Lippold, p. 87; L. Laurenzi, Ritratti Greci, Florence 1941, p. 90. The Vatican head is turned slightly toward
the viewer'sright, but the tilt is missing. For the British Museum herm see footnote56 above.Evidencefor the
orientationof the Berlin and Barraccoheads is not preserved;see footnote6 above. Cf. Suhr's criticismof the
Vatican Perikles (footnote 12 above), p. 25; on breaksand restorationssee pp. 493-499 below and Appendix,
p. 501.
63
E.g., ABr, pls. 413 and 414; Helbig4 I, no. 71; EAA IV, 1961, p. 407, s.v. Kresilas (P. Orlandini).
64
Hekler (footnote 19 above), p. ix.
65 Lippold, p. 88.

66There has not been scholarlyagreementon the stylisticdatingof the Roman copies;see Ridgway, Copies,
p. 55, Ridgway, pp. 180-181, and R. Kekule von Stradonitz,Strategenkopfe,Berlin 1910, pp. 31-32, where
the Berlin copy is latest, the London earliest;but accordingto Pandermalis(p. 25), the Berlin copy is earliest
(early to mid-lst century after Christ). For a too early dating of the British Museum herm on the basis of its
inscriptionsee ABr, pls. 411 and 412. R. Brilliant, in conversation,has given a valuableassessmentof the generalizedhandlingof Augustancopies. The Barraccocopy has been calledAntonineby Pandermalis(p. 27) but
Hadrianic, on the basis of the sharp corners of eyes, hair, and mouth, by H. von Heintze (in Helbig4 II,
no. 1886). Pandermalis(pp. 26-27) and Neudecker([footnote8 above]p. 232) classifythe Vatican copy as late
Hadrianic and the London Perikles as early Trajanic. For the dating of Roman copies see H. Lauter, Zur
ChronologieromischerKopien nach Originalendes V. Jarhunderts,Erlangen 1969, esp. pp. 8-36.
67 Compare the similarity of the quadratic lettering of the inscription on the Vatican herm with that on
herms from Hadrian's Villa, especially the find by Pirro Ligorio in the 16th century, illustrated in Lorenz
(footnote8 above), pl. 12, after Naples, BibliotecaNazionale cod. XIII B 7, pp. 413, 415. Lorenz (pp. 24, 26)
does not attributethe two inscribedPerikles herms, although found in the same villa, to the same series. On
Hadrianic dating of the Vatican herm accordingto the epigraphy, see Neudecker (footnote 8 above), p. 66,
note 656.
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relativist copy critique, which, heretofore,has been employed in isolation in attempts to
answer the Perikles question, can lead only in a circle. To move beyond the bewildering
varietyin what othershave written, it is necessaryfirst to separatethe considerationof copy
veracity (to the typology of Greek portraitureor to the style and aesthetics of Greek art)
from the questionof copy head shape. The two inscribedhermstherebymay be approached
from two entirely differentdirections,in two new appraisals,which will compriseParts II
and III of this study.
II. THE RIACE BRONZE STATUES AND THE VATICAN PERIKLES HERM
Bronze masterpiecesby famous Classical sculptors mentioned in literary sources, regrettably, have not come down to us. Exposure, fire, war, and looting, as well as the inherent
convertibilityof bronze itself, have taken their toll. Fortunately,we do have direct knowledge of monumentalwork in the bronze medium. Originals have been unearthedsporadically, and, in the present century, a harvest of Greek bronze statues has been reaped from
the sea. The latter were usually bounty on Roman cargo ships and either were jettisonedat
times of distress or went down with the vessels themselves.68The pair of bronze statues
salvaged off the coast of Riace, Italy in 1972 counts among the most spectacular of the
underwater finds. Since they hail from Italian waters and lack the dfined context often
affordedby terrestrialexcavationor a well-preservedshipwreck,they have tantalizedscholars with a myriadof questionswith undocumentableanswers.69These statues, exhibited in
the Museo Nazionale, Reggio di Calabria after meticulous conservation,are commonly
referredto as A and B (PI. 117). The roughly mid-5th-centuryB.C. date and Greek origin
for the Riace bronzestatues now championedby most scholars70is acceptedhere and will be
given further support in the following discussion.
Each of the bronze statues from Riace is an over life-sized (about two meters high)
image of a nude, mature man standingin contraposto.Although the identity of the missing
objectsonce held in their right hands is elusive, each statue obviously carrieda shield, lost
68

See W. Fuchs, Der Schiffsfundvon Mahdia, Tubingen 1963; P. Bol, Die Skulpturendes Schiffsfundes
von Antikythera,Berlin 1972; Eiseman and Ridgway (footnote52 above). See also J. Frel, The GettyBronze,
rev. ed., Malibu 1982 and Houser, e.g., Artemision Zeus, ca. 460 B.C., pp. 78-79; ArtemisionJockey and
Horse, ca. 150 B.C., pp. 87-94; Marathon Boy, ca. 350-25, pp. 104-107. Comparethe cacheof bronzestatues
found in the Piraeus, perhaps abandonedjust before shipping: Rolley, p. 16; Houser, pp. 50-69; Mattusch,
pp. 5-7.
69 See C. Sabbione, "Dal rinvenimentoall'esposizionemuseografica,"Due bronzi I, pp. 9-16, for circumstancesof discoveryand appraisal of find context;see also Rolley, p. 16 and Mattusch, pp. 7-9.
70 See Due bronzi II:
e.g., G. Dontas, "Considerazionisui bronzi di Riace: proposte sui maestri e sulla
provenienza delle statue," pp. 277-296; A. Giuliano, "I grandi bronzi di Riace, Fidia e la sua officina,"
pp. 297-306. See more recently,e.g., Boardman,pp. 53-54 (and note that the coverillustrationis the head of
Riace statue A); P. Bol, Antike Bronzetechnik,Kunst und Handwerk antiker Erzbildner, Munich 1985,
pp. 166-169; Rolley, pp. 44-46; and Mattusch, pp. 8-9, 207-208. For a late dating (100 B.C. to Hadrianic),
on the other hand, see, e.g., B. Ridgway, "The Riace Bronzes: A Minority Viewpoint," Due bronzi II,
pp. 313-324 and also D. von Bothmer, review of B. von Freytag gen. Loringhoff, D. Mannsperger, and
F. Prayon, PraestantInterna. Festschriftfuir Ulrich Hausmann, Tubingen 1982, AJA 89, 1985, p. 361; but
also cf. C. Houser, "The Riace Bronze Statues, Classical or Classicizing?"Source 1.3, 1982, pp. 7-11.
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save for the arm band, on the left arm.71The justificationfor restoringanotherpiece of lost,
once attachedarmorto both Riace statues shall be the concernhere.
The Riae find occupies a central place in the present study because it preservesmany
importantfeaturesof bronze technology,only some of which are displayedclearly by other
extant Greek originals. Today, of the Classical portrait of Perikles (which may have been
Kresilas'Olympian), the head only is known from copies (Pls. 113-115), and so the discussion here will focus on aspectsof the technologyof heads. One strikingfeature,for example,
was the enhancing of the bronze surface by inlays of other materials that accent color and
texture naturalistically. The uses of ivory, marble, or glass and colored stones for eyes,
fringes of bronzeor copperfor the lashes, more copperfor the lips, and even silver for teeth,
all are known from other Greek bronzes, such as the Charioteerof Delphi (PI. 118:a, b),
dated to the 470's B.C.72 Undoubtedly, the original bronze portrait of Perikles also was
embellished in this way. Since evidence for this colorism is not preservedon its Roman
marblecopies, without our knowledge f other Greek statues in bronzeoriginals,such inlay
of a variety of materialswould not be ascribedto the Perikles.73
Conversely,anotherfeatureof bronzetechnologycommonlyreflectedin Roman marble
copies was either overlookedor misinterpretedin the past because it was not observedon
extant Classical originals;now the heads of the Riace bronze statues enable us to view in an
entirely differentlight the questionof head shape in the lost portraitbelievedto be Kresilas'
Olympian Perikles,which was a monumentalhelmetedbronze statue.
Statue B's head (Pls. 117:b, c, 118:c) has been more readily understoodin its present,
incomplete state. The skull is peculiar: bald-looking and melon shaped. It obviously was
designedto serve as
asa concealedsupportfor a bronze helmet, fashionedseparatelyand now
lost.74 The missing casque, which must have been of Corinthian type, was worn pushed up

(cf. Pls. 113, 114). Busignani has reconstructedthe general appearanceby means of a photomontage,in which the marble Corinthian helmet of the Perikles portrait in the Vatican
has been positionedon B's head (PI. 118:d).75
arms of B may have been restored from those of A: see E. Formigli, "La tecnica di costruzione
delle statue di Riace,"Due bronzi I (pp. 107-142), pp. 120-22, 127, also pp. 102-105. See Mattusch on the
different alloy of B's arms as evidence of a South Italian origin (p. 206) and on their similarity in pose as
evidencethat the Riace statues were made from the same model (p. 208).
72 On colorism
bronze sculpture see P. Bol, OlForsch, IX, Grossplastikaus Bronze in
in
cmonumental
Olympia, Berlin 1978, pp. 87-98; idem (footnote70 above), pp. 148-156 (cf. pp. 104-107 on chryselephantine technique); and Mattusch, p. 99. On the Riace statues see C. Sabbione, "La Statua A," Due bronzi I
(pp. 157-186), pp. 157,161,163 and idem, "La Statua B,"Due bronziI (pp. 187-210), pp. 187,192-193. On
the dated Charioteerof Delphi, see F. Chamoux, FdD IV, v, L'Aurige, Paris 1955, pp. 26-31; Boardman,
caption to figure 34; Houser, pp. 21-29; idem on his silver teeth (footnote70 above), p. 8, and "SilverTeeth:
Documentationand Significance,"paper presentedat the 88th General Meeting of the ArchaeologicalInstitute of America,abstract,AJA 91, 1987, pp. 300-301 and forthcomingarticle in BCH.
73
E.g., owing to the technologyof the reproductionprocessthe eyelashesof bronzeoriginals did not appear
on the plaster casts from which marble copies were made: Landwehr (footnote9 above), p. 16. Mainly in the
"pseudo-bronzestyle" were lips outlined to suggest metal inlay; see Lauter (footnote 66 above), pp. 93,
99-103. Perhaps on copies of the Perikles portraitlips and eyes originally were painted.
74 See
Formigli (footnote71 above),p. 130 and Sabbione(footnote72 above),pp. 187-191; holes in the ears
may have been employedfor its attachment.Cf., e.g., Houser (footnote70 above), p. 8.
75 A. Busignani, Gli eroi di Riace, Florence 1981, pp. 108-109, fig. 33.
71 The
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Since Statue A's head (Pls. 119, 120:c), on the other hand, is fully endowed with hair,
most scholars thus far have believed it to have been bare. The skull is coveredcompletely
with wavy strandsof hair which fall in long, serpentinecurlsand are boundby a broadband,
to which somethingapparentlywas once fastened.At first, a wreath or headbandsheathing
in some preciousmetal was suggestedfor the lost attachment.76In the special edition of the
Bollettinod'Artedevotedto the Riace statues, Sabbioneraised the possibilitythat there had
been an affixed helmet, and Di Vita reconstructedStatue A with the open helmet worn by
armed runners, the hoplitodromoi(Fig. 2).77This type, the Chalcidian, which was developed during the last third of the 6th centuryB.C., is closely relatedto the so-calledAttic helmet. The former has fixed, rounded cheekpieces,the latter, usually, moveable ones. Both
types are moreopen than the Corinthianhelmet and were designedso that, when worn fully
down on the head, both the ears and much of the face would be left free.78Di Vita correctly
understoodtraces on Statue A's headbandas resulting from the anchoringof a helmet and
interpretedthe large hole at the top of the head as having been used for insertionof a (lost)
supportingpost securedto the crown of the (lost) casque. His proposedhelmet model, however, does not adequatelyexplain the technologicaldetails of this bronzehead.79
Whereas either the large hole or the traces on the headbandcould indicate that something merely was attachedlater on, anotherdistinctivetrait provesthat Statue A's head was
specificallydesignedto wear a helmet. Comparisonwith the heads of other Classical Greek
bronze statues, which are bound by fillets or diadems, such as that of the Charioteer of
Delphi (PI. 118:a, b) or the so-called Arkesilaos IV from Cyrene, reveals that A's skull is
elongated (PI. 119).80This elongation is neither, as Ridgway proposed,a stylistic characteristicindicatinga later Severizingwork of post-Classicaldate,81nor, as Harrison thought,
an iconographicelement indicatingrecentremovalof a helmet.82A's cranial deformity,like
that of Statue B, must have served
serv as a helmet support.On B's head stippledcopperplaques
have been positioned strategically:(1) center front, over the hairline, beneath the division
between the cheekpiecesof the (lost) pushed-up Corinthianhelmet and (2) at the height of
76

W. Fuchs, "Zu den Grossbronzenvon Riace,"Boreas IV, 1981 (pp. 25-28), p. 25; the interpretationof
A's head as probablywreathed and B's head as helmeted (the helmet sometimesincorrectlysaid to be Attic)
has been repeatedin most literaturethus far, e.g., Boardman,captionsto figs. 38 and 39; Rolley, p. 46, captions to figs. 19 and 20. For furthermisinterpretationof A's "wreath",cf. Houser, p. 119. On the alternativeof
a silver or gilded-silversheathingfor the bandaroundA's head see E. B. Harrison, "EarlyClassicalSculpture:
The Bold Style,"in GreekArt, Archaicinto Classical,Leiden 1985 (pp. 40-65), p. 62, note 67; cf. footnote86
below. For confusion over A's having had shield and diadem, but supposedly no helmet, see C. Rolley,
"Delphes?Non!"Due bronzi II (pp. 327-330), pp. 328, 330, note 6.
77
See Sabbione(footnote72 above), pp. 159-161: his suggestionsfor StatueA include a Corinthianhelmet;
A. di Vita, "Due capolavoriattici gli oplitodromi-'eroi'di Riace,"Due bronzi II (pp. 251-276), pp. 265-270,
and p. 269, fig. 20. Lattanzi has found that Statue A definitely wore a helmet, and di Vita argues for Attic
ratherthan Corinthian(which would coverthe hair); see discussionfollowing Ridgway'sarticlein Archaische
und klassischegriechische Plastik (footnote 52 above), p. 68. Compare on the probabilityof A's head being
helmeted,as well as B's, Mattusch, pp. 8, 203, note 89.
78 Snodgrass(footnote23 above), pp. 69-70; Chalcidianhelmets, figs. 24, 48.
79
Di Vita (footnote77 above), pp. 265-267, p. 269, fig. 20, and see Due bronzi I, p. 76, fig. 45 for the hole
at the top of A's head.
80 For the
Cyrene head see footnote52 above.
81
Ridgway (footnote70 above), p. 313.
82
Harrison (footnote76 above), pp. 48-49 and p. 62, note 77.
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FIG. 2. Reconstructionby A. di Vita: Head of Riace Statue A with a Chalcidianhelmet (drawingA. Ortega).

After Due bronzi II, p. 269, fig. 20

its eyeholes (Pls. 118:c, 120:a). These transformedthe originallyvisible portionsof his elongated skull into a felt or leather cap worn under his helmet. The rest of B's helmet support,
not meant to be seen, is a genericbronze surface,unembellishedby naturalisticdetail.83
The fact that A's elongatedskull, by contrast,was fully endowedwith hair (P1. 119) can
be explained by reconstructinga helmet fashion both structurallyand visually daring for
bronze sculpture, which takes into account all the traces of attachmentand which would
leave much of A's head visible.84The specificsolution may be found preservedin Attic vase
painting, where fanciful fashions in helmetry could be representedwith ease. The armed
goddess Athena in the hero scene on the Niobid Painter's red-figuredcalyx-kraterin the
83 Sabbione (footnote 72 above), pp. 187-191. Statue B's cranium was cast separately and joined; see
Formigli (footnote 71 above), p. 130, p. 131, fig. 28, a feature known from other 5th-century bronzes, cf.
Charioteerof Delphi (PI. 118:a, b) and Porticellohead, Mattusch, pp. 133-134, 199. See footnotes92 and 93
below; cf. P1. 122:a, c.
84 Whereas Bol ([footnote 70 above],
pp. 171-172) recognizes that the traces of attachmenton A's head
must be for a helmet, he believes that the volume of the cranium is natural and that the head was entirely
coveredby the missing casque. Cf. Ridgway (footnote70 above),p. 324, note 3; she believesA's head had to be
bare and that the holes, if for attachment,could only have helped secure a long, thin object.
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FIG. 3. Reconstruction:Head of Riace Statue A in a pushed-up Corinthianhelmet with nose guard (drawing

by the author)

Louvre (PI. 124:c) wears a model of Chalcidian helmet with a nose guard.85 This Athena,

however,does not wear the casque fully on in the normal way but pushed up high, with the
tip of the nose guard resting upon her diadem and thereby exposing the entire top of her
head. This helmet fashion suits Statue A both aesthetically and technologically (Fig. 3,
P1. 120:c). The neck guard and rounded cheekpieces were attached to A's headband
(PI. 119:b, c). The nose guard was affixed to a small hole at the center front of A's head,
above the band (PI. 119:a), unaccounted for in Di Vita's reconstruction (Fig. 2).86 (The
85 G
41; ARV2, p. 601, no. 22; Paralipomena,p. 395 and Beazley Addenda, p. 130; E. Simon, M. and
A. Hirmer, Die GriechischenVasen, Munich 1976, pls. 191-193. Compare the young warrior putting on a
Chalcidianhelmet, Attic red-figuredcup signed by Phintias as potter, ca. 510-500 B.C., Athens, N.M. 1628:
AR V2, p. 25, no. 1; Beazley Addenda,pp. 74-75; and the exhibition catalogue The Human Figure in Early
GreekArt, Athens/Washington, D.C. 1988, no. 50, pp. 140-141.
86 See footnote79 above. The unusual
shape of Di Vita's proposedhelmet (Fig. 2) must derivein part from
his attributionof holes in A's headband,resultingfrom the attachmentof the neck guard of a helmet, to the attachment of peculiar truncated cheekpieces. On the statue itself the broad band encircling A's head is not
describednaturalisticallyas either a tied strip of cloth (cf. fillet of Charioteerof Delphi [PI. 118:b]) or as a
diadem (cf. PI. 124:c). Although the back of the band would have been concealedby the helmet, at least its
front portion could well have been coveredby a detailed silver or silver-gilt sheathing;this certainly would
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front profile of A's extended cranium even curves forward at what once was the point of
contact with the nose guard of the helmet.) Finally, to assure the structural solidity of A's
helmeted head, the particularly delicately poised, lofty crown of his pushed-up Chalcidian
helmet probably required extra support by a special central post in addition to the elongated

cranium. Since the surface of much of A's head beneath the pushed-up helmet would have
been seen by the viewer, it was coveredwith long, wavy locks of hair.
Both of the Riace bronze statues, with their elongated skulls (Fig. 3, Pls. 117, 118:c,
119, 120:c), suggest that the deformedVatican herm (Pls. 114, 116:c), rather than the normal-headedBritish Museum version (Pls. 113, 116:a,b), must be the Roman copy truest to
the lost Classical bronze Perikles in a towering Corinthianhelmet. Contraryto prevailing
opinion, a schinocephalicportrait of Perikles did exist in Classical sculpture. Its cranial
deformity,however,was technological,a structuralnecessity,and not originallyintendedto
be physiologicallydescriptive.On the lost bronze statue, the curly locks seen through the
eyeholes,just as the cap on Riace Statue B and the hair on Riace Statue A, functionedto
disguisethe neutral surfaceof the cranialhelmet-supportby transformingit into a seemingly naturalistic sculptural form.87The (once) helmeted Riace statues must have had a certain
kinship with the Perikles iconographically as well as technologically; the different headgear

fashions must have alluded to the role of each (now unknown) characterin life.
There is, furthermore,a stylistic affinity between Riace Statue A and the portrait of
Perikles consideredhere. Significantly, Harrison has recently demonstratedconvincingly
that the most importantfeatures of Statue A's head all recur together only in the Vatican
version (Pls. 114:c, 1-19:a).Harrison points to "the strong forms and the tightly curled ends
of the hair with round holes at the centers of the curls ... the long eyebrows with their
narrow soffits and the angles where the eyebrows meet the bridge of the nose ... the hooded
eyes of Statue A with their swollen lids. ... The full lower lips are similar and so is the
structure of the mustache. ... Even the little hooked curl below the right corner of the
mouth occurs in both."88Together Riace bronze statues A and B enable us to appreciate the
have been in accordwith the coloredmaterials used elsewhere on both of the Riace statues (see p. 480 above
and footnote72). If A's band were a diadem that stood out from the head at its upper edge, visually it could
have seemedto support the lower tip of the nose guard of A's (lost) Chalcidianhelmet. I have refrainedfrom
drawing a conjecturalheadband sheathing in Figure 3. The Chalcidian helmet in my reconstructionis a
simplification,basedon real helmets as well as representationsin vase painting;while it has been modulatedto
suit the tracesof helmet attachmentstill visible on A's head, the lost original certainlycould have differedfrom
it in details of shape and the degreeof ornamentation.
87 My thanksto Leo Steinbergfor suggestingthe inclusionhere of other technologicaldistortionsof physical
form in Greek sculpture. Non-naturalistic depressions, for example, occur on monumental bronzes; see
Houser, p. 74, on the Chatsworth Apollo, British Museum (consideredeither Classical or classicizing):an
indentationruns aroundthreheadwhere a separatewreath once may have been attached,and p. 79, on the socalled Zeus from Cape Artemision,Athens, N.M. 15161: a channel crossesthe palm of the hand, where the
now-lost weapon would have been held. Distortions of the face, related to vantage point or pose, occur in
preservedmarble sculpture as early as the Archaic period (e.g. the Rampin head [of the horseman,Athens,
Akropolis Museum 590], Paris, Louvre 3104: J. Boardman,GreekSculpture. The ArchaicPeriod, London
1978, fig. 114) and in later bronze sculptureas well (cf. Charioteerof Delphi: Chamoux [footnote72 above],
pls. 16.2, 21.2). For interpretationof facial distortionsas related to the position of the head and their later
history see L. Schneider,AsymmetriegriechischerKopfe vom 5. Jh. bis zum Hellenismus, Wiesbaden 1973,
esp. pp. 3-4, 22, 39-40, 49.
88 Harrison
(footnote76 above), pp. 54-55.
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Vatican herm as an especially true replica, reflectingthe head of a Classical bronze statue
extraordinarilyclosely in both technologicaland stylistic detail.
During the 5th century B.C.elongated heads may have been structurallynormal for
helmeted bronze statues. Important evidence for this conclusion is preserved in Roman
marble copies of other lost Classical bronzes.89In Book Thirty-four Pliny mentions works
in bronze by the Classical sculptor Myron (NH 34.57-58) including "a Satyr gazing with
wonder at the pipes and Athena."90Thus a bronze group of Athena and Marsyas, which
Pausanias (1.24.1) may have seen on the Akropolis, has been reconstructedfrom Roman
marble copies.9 The military paraphernaliaof this young Athena, from ca. 450 B.C., appears to have been limited to a spear, held in her right hand, and a Chalcidianhelmet, not
worn down over her face but pushed high up atop her head (PI. 121:a). This Chalcidian
helmet is proppedup differentlythan the one in the Niobid Painter'sred-figuredepictionof
the goddess (PI. 124:c). The Athena of Myron's Marsyas group wears a soft (Persian) cap
underneathas a cushion to help bolsterthe large helmet on its lofty perch.92The side flaps
of the cap are folded up under each ear aperture.At the top front, the cap bunches around
the nose guard, therebyfilling the eye openings of Athena's raised Chalcidianhelmet. This
cap-coveredhead, reflected on all the preservedRoman marble copies, must have served
technologicallyin the lost bronze Classical original as a structural helmet support. The
Chalcidianhelmet would have been fashionedseparatelyand then attachedto an elongated
cranium, which was masked wherever visible by the cap.93Myron's Athena is the earliest
monumental Classical bronze with a high cranial helmet support, known to me, that has
been reflectedin Roman marble copies.94
With regard to the Perikles, the foremostexample of an elongated head employed as
helmet support occurs on a fine Roman copy in the Metropolitan Museum (New York,
M.M.A. 25.116) of a wounded warrior wearing a Corinthianhelmet pushed up high atop
his head (PI. 121:b). Althoughthe Greek work reflectedhere has not been identifiedbeyond
question,this copy has often been associatedwith the volneratusdeficiensby Kresilas,of ca.
440-430 B.C., another bronze statue mentioned by Pliny (NH 34.74).95 Here the upper
89Suhr ([footnote 12 above] p. 25) noted "cone-shaped"heads on other Roman marble
copies but was

unable to explain them.
90 The Elder
Pliny's Chapterson the History of Art, K. Jex-Blake, trans., repr. Chicago 1976, pp. 45, 47.
91
See G. Daltrop, GrupoMironianodi Atena e Marsia nei Musei Vaticani,Vatican City 1980 and G. Daltrop and P. Bol, Athenades Myron, Frankfurt 1983.
92
For the iconographicsignificanceof the cap see E. Knauer, "StillMore Light on Old Walls? Eine ikonographischeNachlese,"in Studienzur Mythologieund Vasenmalerei.KonradSchauenburgzum 65. Geburtstag am 16. April 1986, E. Bohr and W. Martini, edd., Mainz 1987, pp. 121-126.
93 Bol ([footnote 70 above] pp. 130-134, figs. 85-87) employs the head of Myron's helmeted Athena to
demonstratethe manufacture of large bronzes. Bol, despite his understandingof Riace Statue B's oncehelmeted head, assumes head and helmet of the Athena were cast in a single piece. For the Frankfurtreconstructionof Myron's group see footnote91 above. Cf. pp. 488-489 below and footnote 109.
94 The
style of Myrons' Athena should correspondroughly in date with the Parthenonmetopes:F. Brommer, Die Metopen der Parthenon,Mainz 1967; cf. B. Ridgway, The SevereStyle in GreekSculpture,Princeton 1970, p. 86 and Robertson,I, pp. 343-344. The original bronzestatue should have been manufacturednot
long beforethe male figures from Riace;for the latter'sstylistic relationshipwith Myron see Dontas (footnote
70 above), pp. 283-284.
95 The head of the only other known copy, in the British Museum, is not preserved.See J. Frel, "The
Volneratus Deficiens by Cresilas,"BMMA 39, 1970/71, pp. 170-177 and idem, "The Wounded Warrior in
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portion of the pushed-up Corinthian helmet is missing, but enough remains beneath the
break to preserve some of the curly locks of hair which must have filled the eyeholes and
thereby served to conceal the extended cranial helmet support of the bronze original (cf.
Pls. 114:c, 118:c).
Another helmeted statue from the 5th century B.C., a colossal Athena, is known from
many Roman marble copies and must have been very famous. The type has been dated
variouslybetween 435 and 410 B.C.and goes under the name Velletri, after the findspotof
the copy in the Louvre. The bronze original has not been securelyidentified.96The Athena
Velletri's helmet sits especially high atop her head; it is an even taller and more elegant
model of Corinthianhelmet than the already mature form of the casque worn by the Perikles.97In order to rest in this particularlyelevated position, the cheekpiecesspread apart
slightly for the helmet to hold fast about her head. When looking up at this giant Athena,
one can see the hair, all across her forehead, beneath the helmet. The upper part of her
head, visible around the nose guard of the helmet and in the eye openings, normally has
been overlooked.This area may be examined easily on the Lansdowne bust (P1. 121:c),
which, conveniently,is missing the lower part of the cheekpieces.Somewhatbeneaththe tip
of the nose guardthe individualstrandsof hair terminatein a straightline acrossthe head.98
Above that level, on all the copies, a smooth, curving form rises to fill the eyeholes. This
form is difficult to interpret but cannot be the result of a copyist failing to hollow out the
space within the helmet. Perhaps the original Athena Velletri type wore a tall pilos, the
fabric of which was clearly differentiatedby color, copper red for example, from her silver
or gold-hued casque (cf. copper plaque, Riace Statue B, Pls. 118:c, 120:a). This unusual
New York and London,"AA (JdI 88) 1973, pp. 120-121; opposingargumentsby E. Langlotz, "ZurDeutung
des 'Protesilaos'in New York,"AA (fdI 86) 1971, pp. 427-442 and idem, "Die Wunde des 'Protesilaos',"AA
(JdI 92) 1977, pp. 84-86. For the designationas Protesilaos,the first Greek killed at Troy: G. Richter, "A
Statue of Protesilaosin the Metropolitan Museum,"MMSI, 1928/29, pp. 187-200; on p. 194 in note 25 she
attributes this identificationto E. Warren; and eadem, Catalogueof Greek Sculpturesin the Metropolitan
Museum of Art, Cambridge, Mass. 1954, no. 27, pp. 22-23 with pls. 25 and 26. See also EAA VI,
pp. 494-495, s.v. Protesilaos(E. Paribeni);Boardman,captionto fig. 237. Cf. G. Despinis, "Zur Deutung des
sogenanntenProtesilaosin New York,"in BeiheftAntK, XVI, Kanon, FestschriftErnst Berger, M. Schmidt,
ed., Basel 1988, pp. 87-90, identificationas Palamedes.
96 For the
type see E. Harrison, "Alkamenes'Sculpturesfor the Hephaisteion:Part I, The Cult Statues,"
AJA 81, 1977, esp. pp. 150-156, 164-178; her late dating of 420-410 B.C. is convincing.See also Ridgway,
pp. 176-177, and for a traditionalview, S. Howard, "The Lansdowne Bust of the Athena of Velletri," Los
Angeles County Museum of Art Bulletin 17, 1965 (pp. 3-15), pp. 3-7. On the copies see P. Karanstassis,
"Untersuchungenzur kaiserzeitlichen Plastik in Griechenland, II: Kopien, Varianten und Umbildungen
nach Athena-Typen des 5. Jhs. v. Chr,"AM 102, 1987 (pp. 324-428), pp. 350-359, 416-422.
97
On the mature form of Corinthian helmet with tongued-shapednose guard, inset eyeholes, and offset
skull see Snodgrass(footnote23 above),pp. 93-94,140, note 7, fig. 40; OlBerIII, 1938/39, pls. 44 and 45 (but
with ear cut-out), and V, 1941/42 (1956), pls. 36 and 37. Harrison (op. cit., pp. 168-169) attributesvariations in the helmets and their positions to the styles of differentartists.
98 Los
Angeles County Museum of Art 49.23.1, ex London, Lansdowne Collection. 18th-centuryrestorations have been removed:see Howard (footnote96 above),pp. 6-11; p. 9: "allof the corrodedantique surfaces
were rubbedto a uniformlysmoothfinish."For the bust with restorationsand its closenessto a bronzeoriginal
see A. Smith, Cataloguheof
the CelebratedCollectionof Ancient Marbles the Propertyof the Most Honourable
The Marquessof Lansdowne. Christie Sale Catalogue,London 1930, no. 64, p. 44. Although the ledge just
abovethe hair may have been enhancedin the overworking,comparethe head of this Athena type, Leningrad,
Hermitage (Harrison [footnote96 above],p. 172, fig. 36).
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featureof the marble copies undoubtedlyservedtechnologicallyin the bronzeoriginal as an
elongatedsupport for Athena's towering helmet. On most of the copies the area aroundthe
eyeholes, nose guard, and cheekpiecesis deeply undercut;this detail reinforcesthe conclusion that a separate helmet was affixed to the elongatedhead of the lost statue. It is interesting to note that the 5th-centuryoriginal postulatedfor the Athena Velletri often has been
attributedto the same artist as the Perikles, Kresilas.99
While the cranial helmet support,in isolation, is not adequateevidencefor securelyattributing a body of works to a particular artist, the use of this technologicaldevice could
have developedas normalmethodologywithin a particularfabric.The fact that many of the
examples pointed out here have long been associated with Classical Greek originals in
Athens, and even on the Akropolis,may have special significance.
The peculiar helmet support also may be a criterion for dating monumental bronze
sculpture,including the Riace statues and the lost Perikles. While our knowledgeof originals is limited, this feature appearsto have belongedspecificallyto bronzetechnologyof the
5th centuryB.C. Perhaps as early as the turn of the 4th century,it was replacedby different
practicesthroughoutthe Classicalworld. Such a conclusionmay be drawn from observation
not merely of copies but of extant large bronzes,intentionallydesignedto sport head-coverings of various types, ranging from military headgearto drapery.
The so-calledMars from Todi (Vatican, Museo GregorianoEtrusco 13886; P1. 122:a),
althougha local productin classicstyle from Etruriaof ca. 500 B.C., affordsthe most pointed
comparisonwith the Riace statues.100This life-sized cuirass statue originally wore a helThe technologyemployhelmeted
head is evident,
conze
brto
employedto
met, now lost.construct.
now that a casque restored in the 19th century, from a model by Thorvaldsen, has been
removed.101Here the entire cranium is missing. Remarkably,it is not lost; it simply never
existed. The face and neck were cast as a hollow mask, terminating precisely along the
outline of a helmet, evidently Attic in type, which was fashioned separately and mechanically joined to the rest of the head. The helmet was set directlyover a ledge at the level of
the hairline in front and attached by rivets or pins to projectingtabs (one is visible at the
centerbackof the neck).102Mars's casquewas worn fully on, ratherthan pushed up, but the
99 On the history of attribution to Kresilas see Howard (footnote 96 above), pp. 4,13-14, note 3; Furtwangler, pp. 303-311.
100F. Roncalli, II 'Marte'di Todi, BronzisticaEtruscaed ispirazioneclassica (MemPontAcc,ser. 3, XI, ii),
Vatican City 1973. The statue originally carrieda separatelyattachedpatera and a (lost) spear (pp. 24-33).
Roncalli (pp. 77-91) has placed the Mars at the end of the 5th centuryB.C.; the statue traditionallyhas been
dated to the early 4th century:see Helbig4 I, no. 736 (T. Dorn) and 0. Brendel, Etruscan Art, Harmondsworth 1978, pp. 316-317 and caption to fig. 237. For technologicalsimilarities between the Riace bronze
statues and the Mars see Formigli (footnote71 above), esp. pp. 107, 112, 129-130, 140, note 83.
101Roncalli, op. cit., pp. 24-33, 45; p. 12, fig. 2; p. 28, figs. 38 and 39; p. 47, fig. 66.
102Ibid.,
pp. 38, 40, pl. 6. On types of joins see H. Lechtmanand A. Steinberg,"BronzeJoining: A Study in
Ancient Technology,"in Art and Technology,A Symposiumon ClassicalBronzes, S. Doeringer, D. Mitten,
and A. Steinberg,edd., Cambridge,Mass. 1970, pp. 5-7. Comparethe once-helmetedhead of a statue of Mars
from Coligny, Lyons, Museum de la CivilisationGallo-Romaine:Rolley, fig. 6. Formigli ([footnote71 above]
p. 141, note 84) emphasizes the technical similarity between the separatelymade skull of Riace Statue B (cf.
footnote83 above) and the Todi Mars's craniumlesshead; but it is ratherthe differencebetween the two (the
top of the Mars head was never completed beneath a separate [lost] helmet) which is overwhelmingly

significant.
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statue, nevertheless,displays an essential change in approachto the technologicalconstruction of a helmetedbronze head, not limited to Etruria.
Post-5th-centurylarge bronzes from other Hellenized fabrics also display the use of
facial masks or "halfheads",which lack crania, beneathvarioustypes of headgearattached
as separatepieces. For example, the "Ladyfrom the Sea" (Izmir, Museum of Archaeology,
of the 3rd centuryB.C.), the AcklandHead ([saidto come from Turkey] Chapel Hill, North
Carolina,AcklandMemorial Art Center, of the 2nd centuryB.C.), and the Satala Head ([ex
Castellani, said to come from Armenia] London, British Museum, of the 1st century B.C.),
are all partial female heads completed by separate veils or mantles.103 There is a technological relationship between the bronze Athena in the Piraeus Archaeological Museum
(P1. 122:b) and these later bronze heads that demonstrates their special relevance here.104
This post-5th-century Athena wears a Corinthian helmet pushed up. The eyeholes of her
helmet are entirely empty; she has no head-top either normal or extended. On this bronze

statue a separate pushed-up helmet has been set upon a craniumlessfacial mask and appears to be joined metallurgically by soldering.105

The above comparanda,all bronze originals dating from the end of the 5th centuryB.C.
or later, suggest that both the Riace statues and the lost portraitof Perikles (as reflectedin
the Vatican type) belong to a technologically different phase of ancient bronzeworking.
That these three statues must have been more primitive is suggested by analogies for the
attachment of helmets preserved on Greek originals from the Athenian Akropolis that date

to the beginning of the 5th centuryB.C.
The earliest work, Akropolis Museum 621, is a fragment of a marble statue, a male
head which apparently once sported an attached bronze helmet.106The evidence for this lost
103 C.
Mattusch, Casting Techniquesof GreekBronze Sculpture,Foundriesand FoundryRemainsfrom the
Athenian Agora with Reference to Other Ancient Sources, diss. University of North Carolina 1975,
pp. 230-239, pis. 80:a, b, 82:a, b; B. Ridgway, "The Lady from the Sea:A Greek Bronzein Turkey,"AJA 71,
1967, pp. 329-334, pis. 97:1, 99:6, 100:12; S. Immerwahr, "A New Greek Bronze Head in the Ackland
Museum,"Hesperia 38, 1969, pp. 150-156, pis. 42-44.
104This statue, found in 1959 in the Piraeus, has been believed to be a 4th-century B.C.original (e.g.
K. Schefold,"Die Athene des Piraus,"AntK 14, 1971, pp. 37-42, pis. 15 and 16; Houser, pp. 50-51, 58-60),
but on technologicaland historicalgroundsa date of ca. 100 B.C.now also must be considered(cf. Rolley, p. 52,
p. 50, fig. 22 and footnote68 above).
105Mattusch (footnote 103 above), p. 236. No technologicalinvestigationof the Piraeus Athena has been
published.This bronze statue contributesto understandingthe so-called "closed"eyeholes,eye openings filled
with a smooth marble surface,appearingon helmets of certain Roman marblecopies reflectingGreek bronze
originalsdating from ca. 400 B.C.and after:e.g., head of Athena Giustiniani, Berlin K 180, Bluiimel(footnote6
above),pl. 73; strategosherm, Vatican 518, Lippold, pp. 70-72, pl. 17 and Helbig4I, no. 85 (H. von Heintze).
This feature may be explained by the method of copy manufacture.Hollow eyeholes of helmets on bronze
originals must have been plugged with clay or anothersubstancewhen casts were taken. Cf. Landwehr (footnote 9 above), p. 15 and Hees-Landwehr (footnote9 above),pp. 16-17, fig. 12, on filling hollow draperyfolds
with clay. On casts such eyehole plugs registeredas smoothsurfaces,which copyistsoften either did not bother
or know to remove in carving the marble. A Roman marble copy of an Athena related to the Piraeus type,
Louvre MA 530.9840309, wears a helmet with "closed"eyeholes (AntK 14,1971, pl. 16:4). A differentmatter
are filled helmet eyeholes in Classical low-relief sculpture:see footnote 118 below.
106 H.
Schrader,E. Langlotz, and W.-H. Schuchhardt,Die archaischenMarmorbildwerkeder Akropolis,
Frankfurt 1939, no. 315, p. 231, pl. 142; M. Brouskari, The AkropolisMuseum, A Descriptive Catalogue,
Athens 1974, pp. 96-97, figs. 180 and 181. See also Washington, D.C. exhibition catalogue (footnote 85
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metal part is threefold:tracesof paint on the hair stop in a clear circle at the point the lower
rim of a helmet would have reached;the upper surfaceof the head, which would have been
concealedbeneath the casque, is left rough; and a large hole at the top of the head would
have been fitted with a post to support the lofty headgear. The posthole presages the constructionof the helmetedhead of Riace StatueA; the lost helmet of Akropolis621, however,
must have been Corinthianin type.
A second male head from the Athenian Akropolis, N.M. 6446 (P1. 122:c), of ca.
490-480 B.C. is made of bronze. Here the skull has a plain surfacewith visible tool marks,
which indicate that this head was once coveredby a now lost bronze (Corinthian)helmet.
The cranium, moreover,is extended because it was designed specificallyas a helmet support, the only other original example in bronze of this remarkablefeature to have come
down to us.107
The craniumof the marblehead is of normalshape, and while that of the bronzehead is
elongated, it is not so exaggerated as the crania of the Riace bronze statues (Pls. 118:c,
119:a).108This scant evidence may indicate progressiveexperimentationin how to set a
separatehelmet on the head of a statue most securely.Over the courseof the 5th centuryB.C.
crania appear to have changed from normal to ever more extended shapes and, finally, to
have been omittedentirely.109
In conclusion,an appraisal of technologicalevidenceindicates that both Riace bronze
statues were helmeted and, furthermore,that their helmets were attachedin a manner not
commonlyemployedin monumentalbronzesculptureafter the 5th centuryB.C.By analogy,
the Vatican type (Pls. 114, 116:c) among the Roman marble copies of Perikles'portrait,on
which locks of hair covering an extended cranium can be seen through the eyeholes of a
pushed-up Corinthian helmet, reflects observabletechnology,and hence, contraryto prethe the appearanceof a helmetedhead from a Greek
vailing opinion, should reproduceclosely
losely
bronze statue of the mid- to late 5th centuryB.C.
above), no. 65, pp. 178-179. In published photographsonly the rough edge of the hole at the top of the head
can be made out.
107

A. de Ridder (Catalogue des bronzes trouves sur l'Acropole d'Athenes, Paris 1896, pp. 290-292, fig. 277)

notes a rivet and a hole used to attach the lost helmet; S. Casson, The Techniqueof Early Greek Sculpture,
Oxford 1933, p. 157; Bol (footnote 70 above), p. 171, fig. 123; Rolley, fig. 13; Mattusch, pp. 91-93 and
fig. 5:2. See especially Houser (footnote70 above), p. 8, well describedas a "domedhead"and cf. Boardman
(footnote87 above), fig. 207.
108 The lower and not
naturalisticallyfinished head-tops of these earlier statues probably would not have
been visible through the eyeholes of their pushed-up helmets. O the Roman
n
marble copy of a strategos portrait (Rome, Museo Barracco180), the best preservedexample of the so-called Miltiades type (Pandermalis,
pp. 11-14, pls. 1 and 2; ABr, pls. 971 and 972; Helbig4 II, no. 1861 [H. von Heintze]), the Corinthianhelmet
has hollowed-outeyeholes throughwhich a slightly raised head-topcan be seen. If the portraittype were to go
back to a bronze original of ca. 480-470 B.C., it would reflect a relatively early stage of helmet attachmentin
the 5th century.This head is now cleaned,but its surfaceis very worn. On the type see also Kekulevon Stradonitz (footnote66 above), pp. 5-9. The relevantarea on anothercopy in Munich, Glyptothek 172, ABr, pls. 21
and 22, now "de-restored",has not been preserved:Vierneisel-Schlorb(footnote6 above), pp. 1, 6, figs. 1-4.
109 The change in the technologyof bronze sculpture involving omission of the cranium entirely may have
been prompted,in part, by the realizationthat headgear,when cast separatelyin bronze (ratherthan raised),
was sufficientlysturdy to be joined directlyto the facial mask of a statue, obviatingthe need for extra internal
support. See Giuliano (footnote70 above), p. 301 for a suggestedassociationof bronze crestswith silver inlay
from Delphi with the lost helmets of the Riace bronze statues.
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Two importantquestions cannot as yet be answered:(1) how soon after the creationof
the Perikles was its technological helmet support first misinterpretedby viewers as a
physiognomicfeature (the statesman'sdeformedhead); and (2) what effect did this mistaken perceptionhave on the subsequenthistory of art?
III. WESTERN TASTE AND THE BRITISH MUSEUM HERM
The unique feature on the Roman marblecopy of Perikles'helmetedportraitin the British
Museum (Pls. 113, 116:a, b), hollow eye openings which reveal a normal, rounded head
inside the casque, championedby modernscholarsas stylisticallyappropriatefor a Classical portrait,certainlyseems correctwhen comparedwith many original works of Greek art.
The best-preservedrepresentationsof helmet wearers occurin vase painting.Alreadyin the
Archaic period black-figurepainters carefully indicatedthat eyeholes of pushed-up Corinthian helmets cleared the tops of wearer's heads. For example, on an Attic black-figured
calyx-krater of ca. 520 B.C.by the Rycroft Painter (Toledo Museum of Art; PI. 123:a),
Achilles and Ajax both wear Corinthian helmets pushed up, the better to play a board
game."10Here the reservedorangebackgroundof the pot peeps throughthe gaping eyeholes
of the black-glazedhelmets.111
In red-figurevase painting of the 5th century B.C., we find sophisticatedrenderingsof
the relevant detail."2 On an Attic red-figuredkalpis by the Berlin Painter in New York
(PI. 123:b),113for example, the heroesAchilles and Ajax once again wear pushed-up Corinthian helmets. Here the artist handlesthe eyehole area of each helmet somewhatdifferently.
110Toledo Museum 63.26: Paralipomena,p. 149, no. 23 bis;Beazley Addenda,p. 44; CVA, Toledo 1 [USA
17], pls. 17-19 [797-799].
11 The emphatically empty eyeholes of Attic vase painting bring to mind the head of a dying giant in a
pushed-up Corinthian helmet, sculpturedin high relief, on a tufa metope, Palermo, Museo Nazionale Archaeologico,from Selinous, Temple F, ca. 500-480 B.C.:V. Tusa, La sculturain pietra di Selinunte, Palermo
1984, no. 11, pp. 118-119, pls. 9 and 10 and J. Charbonneaux,R. Martin, and F. Villard, ArchaicGreekArt,
J. Emmons and R. Allen, trans., New York 1971, p. 266, fig. 308 (best detail of eyeholes). B. Ridgway, The
ArchaicStyle in GreekSculpture,Princeton 1977, pp. 245-246: "The giant defeatedby Athena throws back
his head and shows his teeth in a scream,while the empty eye-holes of his uptiltedhelmet functionalmost as a
presage of death." For empty eyeholes on marble sculpture in the round cf. Athens, N.M. 1933, head of a
warrior with pushed-up Corinthianhelmet, early 5th centuryB.C.,from pedimentalsculpture,Aigina, Temple of Aphaia; Boardman(footnote87 above), p. 156 and fig. 206:2; see also the catalogueof the Glyptothek,
Munich, D. Ohly, Die Aeginetan, Die Marmorskulpturendes Temples der Aphaia auf Aegina, I, Die Ostgiebelgruppe, Munich 1976, pp. 36-37 and pl. 17. For an Early Classical example from Sicily see the helmeted marble head, Syracuse Museum, R. Holloway, Influences and Styles in the Late Archaic and Early
ClassicalGreekSculptureof Sicily and Magna Graecia,Louvain 1975, pp. 35, 50, figs. 218 and 219.
112The representationof the eyehole area of pushed-up Corinthian helmets sometimesis unclear in Attic
red figure because vase painters did not always distinguish between black of hair and black of ground, e.g.
Boston, Museum of Fine Arts 01.8037, Attic bilingual amphora, side A, by the AndokidesPainter (ARV2,
p. 4, no. 7; Paralipomena,p. 320; Beazley Addenda,p. 71; J. Boardman,Athenian Red Figure Vases. The
Archaic Period, London 1975, fig. 2:1); New York, M.M.A. 1972.11.10, Attic red-figuredcalyx-kraterby
Euphronios (D. von Bothmer, Greek Vase Painting, New York 1987, no. 19, pp. 34-39); Munich, Museum
antikerKleinkunst2305, Attic red-figuredamphora,side A, by the KleophradesPainter (AR V2, p. 182, no. 4;
Paralipomena, p. 340; Beazley Addenda, p. 93; R. Lullies and M. Hirmer, Griechische Vasen der reifarchaischenZeit, Munich 1953, pls. 49 and 50).
113M.M.A. 65.11.12: ARV2,
p. 1634, no. 75 bis.
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At the left, a wavy, reserved line separates the black-glazed hairy top of the beardless
Achilles' head from the black-glazed background. At the right, the top of Ajax' head also is
glazed black to indicate hair, but here the use of reserve above suggests empty space within
the helmet.114
Even in the white-ground technique vase painters do not fail to suggest the hollowness
of the eyeholes of a Corinthian helmet. On an Attic funerary lekythos by the Inscription
Painter (New York, M.M.A. 06.1021.294), a warrior at the right wears a Corinthian
helmet in the familiar pushed-up manner (PI. 124:a). His hair has been brushed on in black

glaze, but only the white color of the engobe shows through the empty eyeholes of his helmet. A woman, at the left of the central tomb, carries a Corinthian helmet, held securely by

the insertionof her thumb through its open eyeholes.115
In Classical red figure, the Niobid Painter reserved a fine line to define the head-top of

his ChalcidianhelmetedAthena on the calyx-kraterin the Louvre (PI. 124:c).116The attention paid to this small detail seems remarkable,but such use of reservewas standard.On a
similar Classical Athena by the Spreckels Painter on a red-figuredcalyx-krater in New
York (P1. 124:b),117a carefully placed sliver of reserveseparatesthe black-glazedrounded
top of the goddess'shead from the black-glazedspace visible aboveit throughthe eyehole of
don Perikles (Pls. 113:b, 11 6:a) likewise describes carefully the commonly observed human

norm.I8 The SpreckelsPainter'sgoddessseems to providea fine Classical Athenian parallel for the British Museum versionof Perikles'Corinthianhelmetedportrait.Not Perikles'
infamous schinocephalybut the empty space and normal rounded head-top seen through
the eyeholes seem to suit the classic style of art as well as the idealizedtypologyof Classical
portraiture;above all, they fit neatly within the expectedparametersof 5th-centurytaste.
In the 5th centuryB.C., however, as we have seen in Part II (pp. 480-487, 489 above),
the anatomicaltrait expected on the basis of style, normal head-shape, was distortedto an
elongatedcranium in the case of bronze statues sportingfashionablypushed-up helmets in
order to serve the requirementsof sound construction(Fig. 3, Pls. 117, 118:c, 119, 122:c).
114 Cf. the helmeted head of

Iolaos on Athens, N.M. Akr. 2591, Attic black figure on white-groundplaque
by Paseas: ABV, p. 400, no. 3; Paralipomena,p. 160; B. Graef and E. Langlotz, Die antiken Vasen von der
Akropoliszu Athen IV, Berlin 1925, pl. 110, no. 2591.
115 AR V2, p. 749, no. 11. Comparefor grasping Corinthianhelmets through the
eyeholes Paris, Louvre CA
1527, Attic red-figuredcup by Skythes,ARV2, p. 83, no. 12; Paralipomena,p. 329; Beazley Addenda,p. 84;
Boardman(footnote 112 above), fig. 91; and Athens, N.M. 1818, Attic white-groundlekythosby the Achilles
Painter, ARV2, p. 998, no. 161, p. 1677; Paralipomena, p. 438; Beazley Addenda, p. 152; Robertson, II,
pl. 107:a, b.
116See footnote85 above.
117 M.M.A. 07.286.66. ARV2,
p. 617, no. 2; Paralipomena,p. 398; Beazley Addenda,p. 132; see G. Richter
and L. Hall, Red-figured Athenian Vases in the Metropolitan Museum of Art II, pl. 126, and Agrigento

exhibition catalogue VederGreco,Le necropolidi Agrigento,Rome 1988, no. 62, pp. 200-201.
118 In Classical low relief,
eyeholes of pushed-up Corinthian helmets were not hollowed out but left filled
with a smooth, flat surface; indication of head-top or empty space must have been conveyedby paint. Cf.
Athens, AkropolisMuseum 695, marble relief of Athena, ca. 470-460 B.C.,Charbonneauxet al. (footnote 12
above), fig. 118; London, British Museum, Parthenon frieze, slab North 22, ca. 440 B.C., F. Brommer,Der
ParthenonfriesII, Mainz 1977, pl. 80. On the role of paint see B. Ridgway, "Painterlyand Pictorialin Greek
Relief Sculpture,"in Ancient GreekArt and Iconography,W. Moon, ed., Madison, Wisc. 1983, pp. 193-208
and p. 206, note 3.
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What significancehas this for the London Perikles? However correctits hollow eyeholes
may seem stylistically in comparison with representations in other media such as vase paint-

ing, they do not reflect the technology of a Corinthian-helmetedbronze original from the
High Classical period. The much-praised unique feature on the Roman marble copy of
Perikles'portraitin the British Museum must be a later variation.
To have executed a normal cranium beneath the helmet in marble certainly was an
ambitious,undertaking!It required not only hollowing out a section of the interior of the
casque anidindicatingthe recessedhead-topwithin the eyeholesbut leavingthe bridgeof the
nosepiece entirely freestanding.When and why would such a striking change have been
made-?The initial impulse would be to ascribe the differenceto the maker of the Roman
marble copy. On a plaster cast, from which a copyist would have worked, evidencefor the
technologicalfunctionof the extendedcraniumalreadywould have been blurred.119While,
as we have seen in Part I (p. 478 above), the preservedPerikles copies in the Vatican and
Museo Barraccohave been dated well into the 2nd century after Christ, the one in the
British Museum always has been believed to have been made earlier (cf. Pls. 113-115:a,
b).120 Its softer and more generalized style would have satisfied a different taste, for ex-

ample, than the hard and precise renderingof the Hadrianic Vatican copy. Perhaps on the
Londonversiona sensitivesculptornot boundby the rigorsof Hadrianiccopyingalteredthe
troublesome detail, which he perceived as an indication of the historical Perikles' wellknown deformity.
As attractive as the above scenario may seem, a hitherto unrecognized explanation
emerges when we recall that the British Museum and Vatican Perikles herms (Pls. 113,
114) are importantnot only as Roman reflectionsof a majorGreek portraittype but also as
venerablepieces in the puzzle of post-RenaissanceWestern culture:they have been known
for over two hundredyears.121
A basic outline of the early modernhistory of these herms, which is especially relevant
here, can still be extracted from a maze of conflicting documentation.The two famous
herms came to light in the period dubbedby Michaelis "the Golden Age of Classic Dilettantism".122 Both appear to have been excavated in a Roman villa near Tivoli in 1779.123

The herm with the fuller Greek inscriptionwas discoveredfirst andjoined the collectionof
the Museo Pio-Clementino in the Vatican, founded in 1770 to help limit the exodus of
antiquities from Rome.124This Perikles was installed in the magnificentSala delle Muse
119On casts and copying see footnotes9 and 10 above.
120See footnote66 above.
121
For antiquitiesdocumentedas known in the West since the Renaissancesee P. Boberand R. Rubinstein,
Renaissance Artists and Antique Sculpture, A Handbook of Sources, London 1986 and F. Haskell and
N. Penny, Taste and the Antique, The Lure of ClassicalSculpture 1500-1900, New Haven/London 1981.
122Michaelis, chap. II, pp. 54-128.
123 See Appendix, pp. 500-502.
124
Michaelis, pp. 94-95; L. Hautecoeur, Rome et la Renaissancede l'antiquitea la fin du XVIIIe siecle,
Paris 1912, pp. 58-69; C. Pietrangeli, "II Museo Clementino Vaticano," RendPontAcc 27, 1951-1952,
pp. 87-109 and idem, "ArchaeologicalExcavationsin Italy 1750-1850," in The Age of Neo-Classicism,London 1972 (pp. xlvi-lii), pp. xlvii-xlix; S. Howard, "An Antiquarian Handlist and Beginnings of the PioClementino,"Eighteenth-CenturyStudies 7, 1973 (pp. 40-61), pp. 40-43, 49 and H. von Steuben, "Das
Museo Pio-Clementino,"in Antikensammlungenim 18. Jahrhundert,H. Beck, P. Bol, et al., edd., Berlin
1981, pp. 149-158.
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where it still stands.'25The secondportraitherm of Perikles,which ultimatelywas allowed
to be exported, was acquired by Charles Townley, then considered the greatest English
private collector; it was usually prominently displayed thereafter in the main drawing room
of his London house on Park Street (now Queen Anne's Gate), Westminster.'26 Townley's

marbleswere acquiredby the British Museum after his death in 1805.127
Given the prestigious collections to which both of the inscribed Perikles herms belonged

in the 18th century, it is instructiveto considerthe practices common at that time in the
treatmentof archaeologicalobjectsto ready them for proper exhibition and publication.In
the 1700's newly excavatedantiquities were not merely reassembled;"... no one doubted
the principle that restorationsmust be made."'28These repristinatedantiquities were arranged carefully in elegant surroundings; collectors demanded finished works of art, which

they perceivedas organicallywhole creations.129
For the most part the newly discoveredmarblescame out of the earth in a wretchedplight,
broken,mutilated,corroded,or encrustedwith the dirt of centuries.It was thereforealways
made a great point that they should be properly cleaned-often to the great detrimentof
their freshness-and vamped up with old or new, additions. Only after such treatment
could they be regardedas fit for a salon.... Many purchasersflatteredthemselveswith the
belief that they were in possession of a genuine, well-preservedantique, when in reality
only the smallestpart of it was ancient.... "AtRome,"says an eye-witness, "youmay often
see broken statues made into busts or heads. I myself have looked on while statues were
sawn in half and attached to marble slabs as reliefs, or conversely,while figures in good
condition were sawn off a relief, and a principal figure thus frequently made out of a
subordinateone. From this we can see what traps are laid for the learned.... I only say this
125

Von Steuben, op. cit., pp. 157-158; Helbig4 I, no. 71. See C. Vermeule, Greek Sculptureand Roman
Taste, Ann Arbor 1977, pp. 72-73 for influence of excavationsin Roman villas on the design of the Vatican
Museums.
126 Visconti, VI, p. 164, note to p. 160; H. Ellis, The Townley Gallery of Classic Sculpture in the British
Museum I, London 1846, p. 9, and pp. 1-12 on Townley. See also J. Dallaway, "Memoir of Townley,"
Illustrationsof the LiteraryHistory of the Eighteenth CenturyIII, London 1818, pp. 721-742; E. Edwards,
Lives of the Foundersof the British Musem, London 1870 (repr. New York 1969), pp. 369-380; Michaelis,
pp. 96-99; The Dictionary of National Biography, L. Stephen, ed., XIX (repr. London, n.d., LV-LVII,
1898-1899), s.v. Towneley or Townley, pp. 1024-1025: "He had his favouritebusts of Clytie, Pericles, and
Homer engraved for an occasional visiting card";and see also Cook, p. 37. For the painting by Johann
Zoffany, a partly fictitious depiction of Townley with some of his marbles in the library of his Park Street
house, 1783 (painted before acquisition of the Perikles, see Appendix, p. 502; Discobolos added 1792), see
Cook, fig. 30 and M. Webster,Johann Zoffany 1733-1810, London 1976, no. 95, p. 72. I would like to thank
Brian Cook for supplying informationon the location of the Perikles in Townley's house, from unpublished
Townley catalogues,in a letter of 4 May, 1988.
127Ellis, op. cit., pp. 10-12; B. Cook, "The Townley Marbles in Westminster and Bloomsbury,"The
British Museum Yearbook,2, Collectorsand Collections,London 1977, p. 56 and Cook, p. 59. Townley first
left the collection to his family, provideda private gallery was built for the marbles. When there were not
enough funds to do so, the marbleswere purchasedat ?20,000 for the British Museum.
128 Michaelis, p. 67, and see p. 68 on the Elgin Marbles, which were not restored ("the first to break the
spell")at the insistenceof Antonio Canova.Cf. the BelvedereTorso, Haskell and Penny (footnote121 above),
pp. 311-314 and p. 312, fig. 165.
129 C. Picon, BartolomeoCavaceppi,
Eighteenth-centuryRestorationsof Ancient Marble Sculpturefrom
English Private Collections,London 1983, p. 16; D. Kocks, "Antikenaufstellungund Antikenerganzungim
18. Jahrhundert in England," in Antikensammlungenim 18. Jahrhundert, Berlin 1981 (pp. 317-326),
pp. 319, 325; Hautecoeur (footnote 124 above), pp. 58-59.
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to call attentionto the fact of the difficultieswhich, in a few centuriestime, antiquarieswill
have with the antiquities of our manufacture."130

The Perikles herms have not figured in discussions concernedwith the massive and
deceptiverestorationsof the period. They appear to be, comparativelyspeaking, well preservedand to have only relativelyreliable modernadditions.The first Perikles was restored
for the Pio-Clementinoin 1780 by Giovanni Pierantoni,a followerof BartolomeoCavaceppi, the greatest restorerof ancient sculpture in 18th-centuryRome.131Catalogue descriptions of the Vatican herm list the fairly extensive, albeit evidently straightforwardand
readily identifiablerestorations.The piece had to be reassembledfrom four fragments,resulting in the incorrectorientationof the head;'32 it required many added parts, including
not only the nose, but the entire right cheekpieceof the helmet, parts of the ears, and the left
shoulder.There is also recutting in the curls of hair and a chiseling away of the surface of
e located.33 An army of sculptorsworkedfor the Vatthe shaft where the genitals once were
ican in refurbishing antiquities for display;'34many of the same men also worked for
Roman dealers. I have discoveredneither the restorernor the date and place of restoration
of the British Museum's Townley herm;135when the work was done these two portraitsof
Perikles already may have been in different hands. It cannot be assumed that they were
restored either by the same artist or together as a pair. All catalogue descriptionsof the
London herm agree that "the nose, and a few splinters in front of the helmet, are the only
modernrestorationswhich the head now before us has received."'36
While restoredadditions,breaks,and damageson both,for
forthe
themost
most
part,part, can be distinguished even in photographs,the same is not always true for the engravings,which are the
earliest published images. In 1787, James Stuart and Nicholas Revett'sextraordinaryThe
Antiquities of Athens illustrated the Townley herm for the first time (PI. 125:a).137This
publication depicts the London Perikles as virtually completeand intact;nothing signifies
that the nose and bits of the cheekpiecesof the helmet are separate, later additions. Only
Michaelis, pp. 83-84, quoting Casanova.
142. On Pierantoniand other restorersemployedby the Vatican, see Howard (footnote 124 above),p. 59 and note 54 and idem, The LansdowneHerakles,Malibu 1978, pp. 18-20. On the history
of the Vatican'sacquisitionsandtheirrestorationsee C. Pietrangeliin G. Lippold,Die Skulpturendes Vaticanischen MuseumsIII, ii, Berlin 1956, pp. 532-559. On Cavaceppisee pp. 497-498 and footnote153 below.
132 See
p. 478 above, footnote62; Appendix, p. 501.
133
Lippold, p. 87. The back of the casque of the Vatican Perikles'helmet is split off so that the rear profile
terminatesin a relatively flat, vertical edge. Whether or not the flat back was enhancedby trimming in the
18th century,it enablesthe Periklesto fit into an allocatedspot against a wall, aligned with the other hermsas
well as the banding of the marble floor in the carefullydesignedSala delle Muse.
134See footnote 131 above;Pietrangeli, 1958, p. 5.
135The Townley papers will be examined by Gerard Vaughan in his Oxford thesis.
130

131'Pietrangeli, 1958, p.

136

A Description of the Collection of Ancient Marbles in the British Museum II, London 1815, pl. 32. Cf.

Ellis (footnote 126 above), II, p. 4; FrW, p. 213; Smith (footnote5 above), p. 289.
137 Vol.
II, p. 42 (end of chap. 5); published in London, 1787 (repr. New York 1980). Their friend Gavin
Hamilton supposedly conceivedthe revolutionaryAthenian venture but was unable to participate;see Michaelis, pp. 73-74 and Hautecoeur (footnote124 above), pp. 100-101. Hamilton's special influencemight lie
behind Stuart and Revett'sinclusionof this antiquityin an English privatecollection:the Periklesonce passed
through the painter-dealer'sown hands;see Appendix, pp. 500-502 on Hamilton's role as Townley's source
for the herm.
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some abrasionat the brokenbottomof the herm and a wavy lower edge of the right cheekpiece of the helmet hint that the antiquity has not come down to us in pristine condition.
The still missing portions of the letters of Perikles' name have been reinserted.The engraverindulged in the restorer'sart.
A more archaeologicallyaccurate approach was taken in the British Museum's first
illustration of the Townley herm in the "splendidpublication"of its "Marbles"from 1815
(P1. 125:b).138Delicate lines indicatethe restoredsegmentsin the centerfront at the bottom
of the cheekpiecesof the helmet, as well as Perikles' addednose. Abrasionand losses at the
bottomtip of the nose guard of the helmet and at the bottomand sides of the herm are indicated as well. Furthermore,the actual preservedstate of the Perikles inscriptionis given.
Thi s aapproach was followed in Sir Henry Ellis's publication of the Townley Gallery in
1846 (PI. 125:c).139In Ennio Quirino Visconti's publicationsof the Perikles in the Museo
Pio-Clementino,on the other hand, none of the engravingsreveal that the Vatican's antiquity ever had been damagedor restored(P. 126).140 And when the wo Perikles herms finally were published side by side in the ArchdologischeZeitung of 1868, both seemedto be
in perfect condition.141

It is instructive to compare the British Museum's 1815 or 1846 illustrations of the
Townley Perikles herm (P1. 125:b, c) with photographs,such as the fine early examples in
Brunn, Arndt, and Bruckmann, Griechische und romische Portrdts of 1891142 and modern

views (Pls. 113, 116:a, b), and, of course, with the object itself. Engraved indications of
damagesand restorationsaccordrather well with what can be seen in old photographs,in
currentphotographs,and in the British Museum today, with one exception.The freestanding bridgeof the nose guard of the Corinthianhelmet, which spans the hollowed-outcavity
within the eyeholes, is crackedclear throughat top and bottom.The bridgeis abradedalong
both sides. The exterior of the nose guard continuesthe contourof the foreheadof the helmet; the interiorhas been broughtto a careful, smoothcurve inside the eyeholes. Its marble
surface closely matches the patina of the rest of the object. The nose-guard fragment evidently fits into the solid casque break to break. Why is this section of the nose guard not
broken in the archaeologicallyaccurate,early illustrationsof the British Museum? Fresh
damage during the second half of the 19th century has not been recorded.The fragment
does look antique and must have been perceivedas either a remainingancientrepairor a reinsertedpiece of the ancientmarble.Since only the edges of non-ancientrepairedparts were
denotedby fine boundarylines in published illustrationsof the herm, the broken aspect of
the nose guard was suppressed.
To my knowledge,the fact that the nose guard of the Corinthianhelmet on the copy in
the British Museum is broken has been overlooked,and it is easy to understandwhy this
138

A Description of the Collection of Ancient Marbles ... (footnote 136 above), pl. 32 and see Michaelis,

p. 151.
139 Ellis (footnote 126 above), II, p. 3.
140

Visconti, VI, pl. 29 and idem, Iconographie greque ou recueil des portraits authentiques des empereurs,

rois, et hommesillustresde l'antiquiteI, Milan 1824, pl. 15 (originallypublishedin Italian, 1812; cf. footnote
36 above).
141Conze
(footnote12 above), pl. 2; save for a damagedpi on the inscriptionof the British Museum Perikles.
142Pis. 411-412. Cf. also Charbonneauxet al.
(footnote 12 above), p. 173, fig. 186.
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apparentlyjoining sectionneverhas been pointedout, let alone designatedas suspect,before
now. Indeed, the above-mentionedarchaeologicalinterpretationsof the nose-guard fragment are not impossible. (1) The original nose-guard fragment, fortuitously,might have
been found along with the herm and, although broken off (by a considerableblow?), happenedto be preservedperfectlyin a single, reinsertablepiece. (2) The nose guardmight have
beenbrokenand repairedin antiquity,and, fortuitously,this ancientrestorationhappenedto
be found, perhaps even still in situ. Herms, especiallyvulnerableto tipping becauseof their
slendershafts, often were repairedin antiquity.143Finally, however,a third possibilitycertainly is no less plausible:the brokennose guard in question might be part of an unusually
deceptive18th-centuryrestoration(many of which even employedancientmarble).144
That the upper and lower inner edges of the bridge fragment do not now fit into the
helmet perfectly(protrudingslightly, especially at the join with the bottomof the eyeholes),
in itself is hardly adequateevidencefor condemnationnor is the abrasionof the fragmenton
its upper and side surfaces but not on its inner surface. Full realization that something is
wrong with the eyehole area of the Corinthianhelmet on the British Museum herm stems
instead from what one does not see.
Perikles'hair peeps out from underthe lower edge of his helmet;croppedshort,it forms
a dense cushionof tight, springy curls. While the copyisthas paid most attentionto the locks
visible from the front, giving them sharp contoursand carefully drilled centers,he has not
failed to sculpture individual curls of hair all the way around (PI. 113). It is a curious
contrastthat, beneaththe ambitiouslyhollowed-outeyeholesof the helmet, no curly locks of
hair appear on the top of Perikles' head (Pls. 113:a, 116:a, b). The rounded head-top is
relatively smooth (although somewhat lumpy at the left side); its surface is not naturalistically descriptive.Would the suggestionof curls of hair in this difficult-to-reachspot on
the British Museum copy have been relegated to now missing paint? On the other three
extant marble copies of this portrait(Vatican, Berlin, Barracco;Pls. 114, 115, 116:c), however (leaving aside the question of head shape), plastic locks consistent with the rest of
Perikles' coiffure were carved on the part of the head visible through the eyeholes of the
helmet.145As we have seen in Part II, moreover,on other Roman marblecopies with raised
helmetsheld to be close reflectionsof lost Sth-centurybronzeoriginals (PI. 121), whateveris
revealedthrough the open eyeholes, be it human hair or the fabric of a cap, commonlyis
describednaturalisticallyin a plastic manner.146The Riace statues reveal the care taken on
bronze originals in covering the surfaces of heads visible beneath helmets with descriptive detail (Pls. 118:c, 119, 120:a, c).147The generic, smoothly carved surface of Perikles'
head-top on the marble copy in the British Museum (Pls. 113, 116:a, b) cannot be said to
143 Lecture
by E. Harrison, "AncientRepairs, Reworking, and Reuse of Greek Sculpture,"29 April, 1988,
Marble Symposium, Malibu, J. Paul Getty Museum. On ancient repair and recutting of herms see eadem
(footnote 8 above), e.g., no. 156, pp. 142-144; no. 158, pp. 144-145; no. 159, p. 146; no. 163, pp. 148-149;
no.205, p.160;no. 214, p. 166; no. 216, p. 167.
144 A. H. Smith ("GavinHamilton's Letters to Charles Townley,"JHS 21,1901 [pp. 306-321], p. 307), for
example, quotes from a letter written by Hamilton in 1779, "In the year 1769 I employedmy sculptorto go
with anotherman to Villa Adriana in search of Marble to restorestatues."
145
See pp. 476-477 above and footnotes59-60.
146 See

pp. 485-487 above.

147See

pp. 481-484 above, Fig. 3, and Pis. 118:c;119:a, b, c; 120:a, c.
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duplicatethe correspondingarea of a lost Classical bronze original.148This simplified feature, furthermore,also appearsto be stylisticallyinconsistentwith the work of the otherwise
sensitivelyattentivehand of the Roman copyistwho madethe head. The brokennose guard,
in conjunctionwith the smooth,roundedhead-top, suggeststhat at some point in its history
this herm suffered recutting in this area. The randomand uneven edges of the supposedly
joining nose-guard fragment imply a modern repair of the eyehole area intended to fool,
morethan an ancientrepair simply intendedto fix.149The roundedhead-topand space nestled within the eyeholes of the Corinthian helmet on the British Museum herm certainly
would have been easier to carve if the nose guard had been inserted (or even reinserted)
afterwards.150
An examination of the helmets of the two inscribedherms further widens the distance
between them (Pls. 113, 114). The Vatican Perikles' helmet is a striking model of the
matureCorinthiantype.151It has the characteristictongue-shapednose guardwhich curves
into the wide and
of the brow
antdeeply recessed soffits
r at the
of the
In
upper
edofige
treyeholes.
view
the
nose
extends
down
from
the
brow.
The
descendprofile
guard
straight
protruding
ing line of the inner edges of the cheekpiecesparallels that of the nose guard. The profile of
Perikles'helmet ratherresemblesthat of the casqueworn by the SpreckelsPainter'sAthena
(PI. 124:b).
The profile of the helmet worn by the British Museum Perikles is different. Here,
beginning at a smooth brow, the bridge of the nose guard curvesinward from the forehead
area. The entire profile undulatesinsteadof descendingstraightand sure. The lowest intact
part of the cheekpiecesextends downwardat a raking angle. Significantly,the eyehole area
is more streamlinedthan the Vatican example, from the less tongue-shaped(damaged)nose
guard to the thinner receedingsoffitsand smoothbrow.152
Perhaps these variationsin the appearanceof the British Museum Perikles can best be
comprehendedby ascribinga greaterrole than has ever been suspectedto the reworkingby
some unknown 18th-centuryrestorer.In order to be more specific about the London Perikles' normal head-top, as seen through the hollow eyeholes of his helmet (the feature of
centralconcernin this study), it is necessaryto examine more closely the art and philosophy
of restoringantiquities then in vogue. In the late 1700's the conceptof archaeologicallyaccurate and restrainedrestorationhadjust begun to dawn. That the discrepancybetween the
new theory and actual practice remained great, however, is exemplified by the work and
writings of the prolific restorer-dealerBartolomeo Cavaceppi (ca. 1716-1799).153 While
148

Perikles, for example, does not appear to be wearing a smoothcap under his helmet in this portrait.
For the nose-guardarea of the British Museum Perikles see p. 495 above, and for an ancient repair see
especially the herm, Athens, Agora S 2452, Boardman,fig. 142.
150
Cf. the Munich versionof the BarraccoMiltiades type, ABr, pls. 21 and 22. The nose guardof its entirely
modernhelmet was intentionallyrestoredas broken,but the restorationshave now been removed;cf. footnote
108 above.
151 See footnote 97 above. Both the Berlin and Barraccocopies are damaged in the relevant area, but still
straightprofiles suggest their helmets would have correspondedwith the Vatican copy.
152 The unscathed head-top adjacentto the damagednose guard may be a further sign of post-excavation,
rather than ancient, repair.
149

153 See the 1958 dissertation by S. Howard, Bartolomeo
Cavaceppi: Eighteenth-century Restorer, New York
1982, esp. pp. 206-221, 228-234 and idem, Dizionario biografico degli Italiani XXII, s.v. Bartolomeo Cava-

ceppi, Rome 1979, pp. 549-551. Greater restraintis associatedwith the transition from late Rococoto Neo-
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today Cavaceppi'smore intricate assemblagesare consideredpastiches, the techniques he
employedin restorationwork, from the smallestto the largestjob, are of great interesthere.
"Evenon close inspection the restoredportions are extremely difficultto distinguish from
the antique core."154His modernjoins were made to resemble "accidentalbreaks";new
parts could be fretted and stained to look antique, and surfaces of the whole were often
cleaned and polished or buffed to look uniform.155At that time, even when a relatively
completeancient prototypethat could have guided a proper restorationwas known, it was
not necessarilyfollowed. The most famous example is Charles Townley's version of Myron's Discobolos,which, despite its alien and wrongly poised head, the owner praised over
the almost intact copy, now known as the Lancelotti.156
Moreover,we must not forget that restorationentailed not only the additionof missing
parts but also the eliminationof undesirablefeatures.On a statue of an athlete in Berlin, for
On a herm of Bacchusin the Townley
example, Cavaceppi"removedall the pubic hair.""'157
Collectionthe genitals, or the remains thereof, were chiseled off entirely.158Marbles were
usually restoredin Italy before export and sale, but we possess an amazing example of an
English collectorimplementing his own particulartaste in the case of Charles Townley's
competitor,Henry Blundell, Esq. of Ince-BlundellHall.
Mr. Blundell'saccountof his transmutation
of an hermaphroditic
group,purchasedat
LordBesborough's
sale,is entertaining.Threechildrenwererepresented
crawlingon the
breastof the largerstatue.He says,"Thefigurewas unnaturalandverydisgustingto the
sight, but by means of a little castration, and cutting away the little brats, it became a

Sleeping Venus,and as pleasing a figureas any in the collection.Its easy attitudein a sound

sleep,andthe finessof the sculpture,aremuchnoticedby the connoisseurs."159
In conclusion,when excavatedin the 18th century from the site of an ancient Roman
Villa in Tivoli, the Vatican Perikles (PI. 114) had sufferedlosses, including part of its nose
and most of the right cheekpieceof its Corinthianhelmet, but the entire nose guard and the
curls of hair within the eyeholesof the helmet were preservedintact (PI. 116:c). The strange
head shape of this image was comprehendedimmediatelyon the basis of Plutarch'sdescription of Perikles' schinocephaly,"his head was rather long and out of due proportion,"and
Classicism;cf. the attitudeof Antonio Canova in S. Howard, "The AntiquarianMarket in Rome and the Rise

of Neo-classicism:
A BasisforCanova'sNew Classics,"Studieson VoltaireandtheEighteenthCentury153,
1976,pp. 1057-1068;cf. footnote131 above.Picon(footnote129 above),pp. 14-16:Cavaceppididrestorations for the Vatican as well as Gavin Hamilton, and his productsfound their way into major 18th-century
British collections,includingTownley's. See also Cavaceppi'sRaccoltad'antichestatue, busti,teste cogniteed
altre sculture antiche I-III, Rome 1768, 1769, 1772, where he published many of the antiquities he had

restored.
154Howard,1982 (footnote153 above),p. 24.
155Ibid.,pp. 17-18 andpassim;Picon(footnote129above),p. 17.
156Cook,p. 42, fig. 40 and pp. 43, 53; S. Howard,"Some
Restorationsof Myron's
Eighteenth-century
andCourtauld
Institutes25, 1962,pp.330-334,pl. 46. Forthe"Lance'Discobolos',"
Journalofthe Warburg
lottiDiscobolos",
foundin 1781,see HaskellandPenney(footnote121above),no. 32, pp. 199-202,fig. 104.
157Howard,1982(footnote153 above),p. 129,
fig. 273.
158 Smith

(footnote5 above), no. 1608, p. 43; the catalogueis not clear about this detail, but it is apparenton

the objectin the BritishMuseum.
159Ellis (footnote126 above),pp. 69-70, note23.
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the famous passage, "... the images of him, almost all of them, wear helmets, because the

Visconti
artists, as it would seem, were not willing to reproach him with deformity."160
publishedthe Plutarch associationin the catalogueof the Museo Pio-Clementino.161
The second (British Museum) Perikles herm (PI. 113), found shortly thereafterat the
same site by the same excavator,also had suffereddamage,especiallyalong the centralfront
axis of its head. The nose was missing, as were the bottom ends of the cheekpiecesof the
Corinthianhelmet. It must have been injuredas well in the eyehole area of the helmet. By
the standards of the 18th century this "Marble" was sorely in need of restoration.162But if

the eyehole area was damaged, why was it not repaired to match the already renowned
Vatican version?The cunning details of hollow eye openings and roundedhead-top on the
London Perikles, undoubtedly,must have been a matter of taste. Despite a preservedcorrect, archaeologicalprototype (the Vatican Perikles), in an 18th-centuryrenovation any
ed as the famous Athenian's deformitywould more likely have
damageto the detail perceived
alteration
than
prompted
proper replacement;hence, we may explain the "transmutation"
of a "disgusting"feature into a normalone on the Townley herm.163
Today, in the British Museum, the herm guards the entrancewayto the Duveen Gallery housing the Elgin Marbles. Most of the Townley Collection,resplendentwith original
18th-centuryrestorations,is to be seen in the basementof the Museum, in the Wolfson Galleries.164Surely, the unusual versionof Perikles'portraitin Londonwould be more readily
comprehensible to 20th-century eyes if viewed amongst its fellow Townley Marbles.165

It is to be hoped that this study has dissipatedclouds which have gatheredaround the
heads of a pair of venerableantiquities. New evidenceprovidedby the elongatedcrania of
the Riace bronze statues, consideredin conjunctionwith the post-excavationrestorationsof
160

Perrin, loc. cit. (footnote29 above), translationof Plutarch,Perikles 3.2.
Visconti, VI, pp. 163-164. On pl. 29 of Visconti'svolumeVI for the Pio-Clementino,however,the raised
craniumis virtually suppressed(PI. 126:a, b). Visconti (Iconographie[footnote140 above],p. 190, note 1) did
not like these early engravings (cf. footnote36 above) and had the Vatican Perikles re-engravedca. 1812 for
this later publicationon portraiture,Milan edition 1824, 1, pl. 15 (PI. 126:c,d), where locksof hair are shown
distinctlyin the eyeholes of Perikles'helmet.
162 Cf. Picon (footnote 129 above),
p. 16; Smith (footnote 144 above), e.g., p. 315 and note 5 for Hamilton's
own descriptions of restorations;and Dallaway (footnote 126 above), III, p. 728 for the dealer Thomas
Jenkins' famous commentabout unrestoredantiquities.
163 See the
quotation from Blundell, p. 498 above. The present study has been restrictedto visual analysis
and the historical evidence for restoration. It should lead to further examination of the British Museum
Perikles. Consultationwith scientistsat the 1988 Marble Symposium,Malibu, J. Paul Getty Museum, however, has suggested that, given the 18th-century practices of employing ancient marble for repairs and of
smoothing the surfaces of antiquities, in addition to recutting, scientific tests probably would not provide
conclusiveproof either for or against the specific restorationof the eyehole area on the London Perikles proposedhere.
164
E.g., in the Townley Collectiona marblebust of Athena was fittedwith a new bronzehelmet by Albacini;
Smith (footnote5 above), III, no. 1571, pp. 26-27 and Cook, p. 36, fig. 34. For inaccuraciesof restorationsin
the Townley Collection, see Cook, pp. 51-53. Compare copies of the Athena Velletri, with restoredhelmet
cheekpieces(footnotes96 and 98 above). For a descriptionand illustrationof the Townley exhibit see Cook,
p. 62 and p. 63, fig. 58. For restorationpatchworksee also illustrations in Picon (footnote 129 above), e.g.,
no. 8; F. Poulsen, Greekand Roman Portraitsin English CountryHouses, G. Richards,trans., Oxford 1923;
and G. Waywell, The Lever and Hope Sculptures,Berlin 1986.
165 For the Museum's original Townley Galleries see J. Crook, The British Museum, London 1972,
pp. 67-68, fig.25.
161
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the Perikles herm has helped lay to rest an inveterate and embarrassing question about a
great Classical portrait which once must have stood on the Athenian Akropolis. The "schinocephalic" Perikles of the Vatican type at last has been elevated to its rightful position as
truest to the (lost) bronze original and the British Museum herm set within the context of
18th-century antiquarianism. Earlier discussions of Perikles' portrait have gone astray by
interpreting in physiognomic or stylistic terms a technological characteristic of helmeted
Greek bronze statues from the 5th century B.C.,which, nearly two millennia ago, may also
have deceived Plutarch (Perikles 3.2).

APPENDIX
CIRCUMSTANCES

OF THE DISCOVERY OF THE INSCRIBED

PERIKLES HERMS

Conflicting citations on almost every point of their early history, including finder, findspot, and date,
occur in both secondary literature and contemporary references to the two inscribed herms of Peri-

kles (Pls. 113, 114). The most often repeated version of the discoverystems from Visconti's early
publication of the Vatican herm in his Museo Pio-Clementino.166 He stated that both were found at
the same time in a papal excavation near Tivoli in the "Pianella of Cassius" and that one, in exchange for other herms, was given to Gavin Hamilton, from whom it passed into Townley's collection. A Description of the Collection of Ancient Marbles in the British Museum of 1815 repeats
Visconti's story and find date of 1781.167 Charles Townley's own Parlour Catalogue of his collection
from 1804 also gives a 1781 date, but in the earliest unpublished notebooks and manuscript catalogues relating to the Townley marbles the find date is given as 1780.168
Gavin Hamilton was Townley's most trustworthy supplier of antiquities. The Scottish painter
was perhaps the leading excavator-dealer in Italy during the latter part of the 18th century.169
Smith published the surviving transcripts of Hamilton's letters to his client, calling attention to
another account of the discovery and provenance of each of the two herms.170 The pertinent letter,
unfortunately now lost, was summmarized by Dallaway in 1800: "'Mr. H. discovered a Perikles at
Tivoli (now Mr.
a repetition of that in the Mus
the Oliveto of thaTivoti
PioClemMr.
of
Mu. Pio-Clem. found at the
Townley's),
Townley
Lake of Castiglione, with the helmet."'171A curious contrast is provided by the report on 17 April
1779 in the Diario ordinario del Cracas announcing the discovery of the herm with the "figlio di
Santippo Ateniese" inscription "nell'Oliveto di Tivoli chiamato la Pianella di Cassio. I72The transcription of the long inscription leaves no doubt that this first-found Perikles is the Vatican copy.
166

See footnote 36 above; Visconti, VI, p. 160, note, pl. 29; I, pp. 93-94, 99 and cf. idem, Iconographie
(footnote 140 above), p. 190, note 1. On the importanceof E. Q. Visconti and his work see J. Labus in
Visconti, I, pp. 19-54; Hautecoeur (footnote 124 above), p. 69. This appendix focuses on evidence for the
Perikles herms; for a general summary of excavation at the "Villa of Cassius" see Neudecker (footnote 8
above), pp. 229-234.
167
Under pl. 32; cf. footnote 122 above, FrW, p. 213, and Richter, p. 103.
168 For the Parlour
Cataloguesee Cook (footnote 127 above), pp. 56-59. Brian Cook has generously provided the relevant informationfrom unpublishedTownley papers and manuscriptsin his letter cited in footnote 126 above.Perhapsbasedon Townley's own recordsis the assertionof J. Dallaway (Anecdotesof the Arts
in England, London 1800, p. 317) that the two herms were discovered"in 1780, at the Pianura di Cassio."
169D. Irwin, "Gavin Hamilton: Archaeologist, Painter, and Dealer," ArtB 44, 1962 (pp. 87-102),
pp. 87-92 and Michaelis, pp. 73-74, 80-81, 94; Dictionary (footnote 126 above), VIII, (repr. n.d., vols.
XXII-XXIV, 1890), s.v. Hamilton, Gavin, pp. 1039-1040; Pietrangeli, 1972 (footnote124 above),pp. xlviixlix; Howard (footnote 124 above), pp. 44-47, 49, 55.
170
Smith (footnote144 above), pp. 317-318.
171
Ibid. and Dallaway (footnote168 above), p. 380.
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Pietrangeli,1958,p. 146.
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Another citation from 1779 (29 May) in the Diario di Roma concerning the discovery "nella villa di
Bruto presso Tivoli" of "altra Erme di Pericle conservatissima con sua iscrizzne greca," must be for
the British Museum's Townley herm.173 In 1936 Lippold, adding to the confusion, argued that the
Vatican and British Museum Perikles herms were found together, along with other herms and also

the famous Muses in 1774 in the "Villaof Brutus"to the south of Tivoli, ratherthan in the "Villaof
Cassius," which he believed to lie to the north.174
Pietrangeli's investigations have shed the most light on sorting places, people, and objects into a
likely sequence of events.175 Terraced remains of a late Republican villa to the south of Tivoli, on
the slopes of Mt. Ripoli, had been referred to as the "Villa of Cassius" at least since the end of the
16th century. These ruins were sometimes confused or conflated with those of an adjacent site,
which had come to be known, equally arbitrarily, as the "Villa of Brutus".176In the 18th century the
De Matthias family owned an olive grove on the "Villa of Cassius" site; the place now was called the
Pianella di Carciano. Beginning in 1773, Domenico de Angelis, another important antiquarian,
received permits to excavate in this olive grove, which he called "la Pianella di Cassio."'77 In 1779
Pope Pius VI initiated an additional round of excavations at this rich site under a newly appointed
papal inspector, Giovanni Corradi, ensuring that everything found went to the Vatican and that a
certain percentage of the total value was given to the owner of the property.178
Correspondence about this excavation between Corradi and Giovanni Battista Visconti,

Winckelmann'ssuccessor as Papal Commissionerof Antiquities, is preserved. Corradi notes his
discoveryof the first herm on 12 April, 1779. This clearly is the Vatican copy: the head had been
broken from the herm shaft, and the excavatordid not connectthe parts, thereby failing to identify
Perikles until the following day.179 Corradi recorded the second on 18 May: "questa mattina si e
trovato un Erme conservatissima e similissima a quella del Pericle con la celata alzata, e a me pare
che sia l'istessa fisionomia con questa iscrizione EPIKAHf."180 Notation of the missing pi in an

inscription limited to the name Perikles indicates the latter must be the British Museum herm.
Corradi'sdates are corroboratedby the above-mentioned(only slightly confused) reporting of the
finds in the Rome daily newspapers. Thus the discovery of both herms should be placed in 1779
rather than in 1774, 1780, or 1781.

The two Perikles herms, along with other antiquities found in the olive grove, were taken to
Rome, still in 1779, where their value was estimatedby Gavin Hamilton as 45 scudi.181The herm
found first was retainedby papal authorityfor the Pio-Clementino,evidentlypartly on the basis of
its longer inscriptionin elaborateblock letters.182The immediatehistory of the second herm is not
173

Ibid.

67, 99. Cf. Bernoulli (footnote 12 above), p. 108 (a combinationof "Villa of Brutus"findspot with a 1781 date) and Helbig4 I, p. 55.
175Pietrangeli, pp. 157-181. See also Ridgway, Copies, p. 63, note 44, but she mentions only Pietrangeli,
1958, pp. 139-146.
176
Pietrangeli,pp. 158, 161-162, 164. For these sites today see F. Coarelli, Lazio, Bari 1985, pp. 99-101.
177
Pietrangeli,p. 158 and Pietrangeli, 1958, p. 139.
178
Pietrangeli,p. 172 and Pietrangeli, 1958, p. 142.
179
Pietrangeli,p. 172.
180
Ibid., p. 174. "Celata"used by the excavatorto describePerikles'Corinthianhelmetwas a type, the sallet,
which developed in Mediaeval and Renaissance Europe; see L. Boccia, Dizionarii terminologici,II, Armi
difensivedal medioevoal eta moderna,Florence 1982, p. 27 with pls. 17-19 and L. Tarassuk and C. Blair,
174Lippold, pp.

The Complete Encyclopedia of Arms and Weapons, New York 1982, p. 412. The name is thought to derive

from the Latin, cclata, OxfordEnglish DictionaryIX, Oxford 1933 (repr. 1961i),p. 53.
181
Pietrangeli,p. 175 and Pietrangeli, 1958, p. 142.
182

See Pasquale Massi, Indicazione antiquaria del Pontificio Museo Pio-Clementino in Vaticano, Rome
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clear. It may have come into the possession of Gavin Hamilton (evidently by exchange and not by
excavation) sometime after his appraisal.183 In any event, Hamilton reportedly sold this herm to
Charles Townley for i50, but it was not allowed to be exported to England until several years later,
perhaps in 1784.184 Some doubt may be cast on this date as well by Vatican records indicating that
the second Perikles herm was first sold to another artist-dealer, Giovanni Volpato, for 150 scudi in
1785.185 Nonetheless, already in 1787 Stuart and Revett published the London portrait of Perikles
in The Antiquities of Athens (PI. 125:a).186
BETH COHEN
NEW YORK,N.Y.

1792, no. 24, p. 115. The Vatican retained the works considered best preserved and of highest quality:
Howard, 1978 (footnote 131 above), p. 20.
183

Visconti, VI, p. 160, note 1.

184

Cook, p. 37. This Perikles herm is not listed among antiquitiesknown to have been exportedfrom Rome
during the years in question, see A. Bertolotti,"Esportazionedi oggetti di belle arti da Roma per l'Inghilterra
nei secoli XVI, XVII e XVIII," Archiviostoricoartistico,archaeologicoe letterariodella citta e provincia di
Roma 4, 1880 (pp. 74-90), pp. 86-87.
185
See Pietrangeli,p. 175 and Pietrangeli, 1972 (footnote 124 above), p. xlvii.
186

Footnote 137 above and Part III, pp. 494-495 above.
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a. Herm of Perikles,London,British Museum 549. b. Left side of British Museum Perikles
PhotographcourtesyTrustees of the British
Museum, London
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c. Backof British Museum
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a. Herm of Perikles,upper portion,
Vatican, Museo Pio-Clementino
525. Photographcourtesy
Monumenti Musei e Gallerie
Pontificie,Vatican City

b. Head of Vatican Perikles, left side
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c. Head of Vatican Perikles

PLATE 115

a. Head of Perikles, Rome, Museo Barracco198.
After ABr, pl. 415

b. Three-quarterview of Museo BarraccoPerikles. Photograph courtesyAlinari, Florence/Art Resource, New York
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c. Head of Perikles, Berlin, Staatliche
Museen 1530. Photographcourtesy
StaatlicheMuseen zu Berlin

d. Left side oJf Berlin Perikles
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PLATE 116

b. Front of British Museum Perikles, detail

a. Herm of Perikles, detail of head and helmet, lettt
side, London, British Museum 549. After ABr,
pl. 412. CourtesyTrustees of the British Muse:
um, London
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c. Herm of Perikles, detail of helmet, Vatican, Museo Pio-Clementino 525.
Photograph courtesy Monumenti Musei e Gallerie Pontificie, Vatican City
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a. Riace bronze Statue A, Reggio di Calabria, Museo b. Riace bronze Statue B, right side, Reggio di
c. Back of Statue B
Nazionale. PhotographcourtesyAlinari,
Calabria, Museo Nazionale. Photographcourtesy
Florence/Art Resource, New York
Alinari, Florence/Art Resource,New York
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PLATE 118

a. Head of Charioteer,Archaeological
Museum, Delphi. Photographcourtesy
BildarchivFoto Marburg/Art Resource,
New York

c. RiacebronzeStatueB, upper part, Reggiodi
Calabria,Museo Nazionale. Photograph
courtesyAlinari, Florence/Art Resource,
New York

b. Left side of Charioteer.Photographcourtesy
Alinari, Florence/Art Resource, New York

d. Photomontage:head of Statue B with
helmet of Vatican Perikles. After
A. Busignani, Gli Eroi di Riace, Florence 1981, fig. 33
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PLATE 119
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a. Head of Riace bronze Statue A, Reggio di Calabria,
Museo Nazionale. PhotographcourtesyAlinari,
Florence/Art Resource,New York

b. Upper part of Statue A, left side

c. Head
of Statue
back view
view
c.
Head of
Statue A,
A, back
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a. Stippledcopperplaque fromheadof Riace bronzeStatueB, Reggio
di Calabria,Museo Nazionale. After Due bronziI, p. 189, fig. 6

b. Engravingof White Squill.
After P. Pomet, rev. Lemert
and Tournefort,A Compleat
Historyof Drugs, London 1712,
pl. 39

d. Engravingof Scilla
maritima(Red Squill),
L. Fuchs, de Historia
Stirpium,Basel 1542,
p. 782. Photograph
courtesythe New York
Academyof Medicine
Library

c. Head of Riace bronzeStatueA, right side, Reggio di
Calabria,Museo Nazionale. After Due bronziII,
pl. A, 16
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a. Head of Athena, detail of Roman marble copy of
5th-century-B.c.Greek bronze statue, attributedto
Myron, Frankfurt,Liebieghaus 195. Photograph
Ursula Edelmann;courtesyStadtischeGalerie
Liebieghaus, Frankfurt

b. Corinthianhelmetedhead of wounded warrior, c. Bust of Athena (Velletri
Roman marble copy of 5th-century-B.c.Greek
of 5th-century-B.c.Greek
bronzestatue, New York, MetropolitanMuseum Los Angeles, Los Angele
of Art, Hewitt Fund, 1925, 25.116. Photograph
William Randolph Hear
Museum
of
Art,
PhotographcourtesyLos
courtesyMetropolitan
of Art
New York
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a. Head of Mars from Todi, Vatican, Museo Gregoriano Etrusco 1388. PhotographcourtesyMonumenti Musei e Galerie Pontificie,Vatican City

b. Head of Greek bronze statue of Athena, Piraeus,
ArchaeologicalMuseum. Photographcourtesy
D.A.I. Athen, neg. no. 70/1310
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c. Greek bronze male h
Athens, National Mu
courtesyD.A.I. Athe

PLATE 123

a. Achilles and Ajax playing a board game, Attic black-figuredcalyx-krater,attributedto the Rycroft Painter,
Toledo Museum of Art, gift of Edward Drummond Libbey 63.26. PhotographcourtesyToledo Museum
of Art, Toledo, Ohio

b. Achilles and Ajax playing a board game, detail, Attic red-figuredkalpis, attributedto the Berlin
Painter, New York, MetropolitanMuseum of Art, purchase 1965, Arnoldand Janetta Whitridge
Gift 65.11.12. PhotographcourtesyMetropolitanMuseum of Art, New York
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at.Woman and warrior at tomb, Attic white-ground

hoorah
Painter,orts
the Inscription
un 10 to0.8666
attributed
lekythos,Roer
Mueumof
rt,NewYor
Metopoita
Rogers
Art,
of
New York, Metropolitan Museum
.....
Fund, 1906 06.1021.294. Photographcourtesyi-:
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York

cathna d

Museum of Art, New York
Athena, detail,Attic red-figuredcalyx-krater,attributedto the
b. Metropolitan
SpreckelsPainter,New York,MetropolitanMuseum ofArt,
Rogers Fund,1907 07.286.66.
Photographcourt esy

......
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a. Engravingafter herm of Perikles, London,
J. Stuart and N. Revett, The Antiquities of
Athens II, London 1787 (repr. New York

1980), chap. 5, p. 42

b. Engravingafter herm of Perikles, London,
British Museum, A Description of the Collection of Ancient Marbles in the British

Museum II, London 1815, pl. 32
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c. Engravingafter

British Museum
Gallery II, Lond
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Clementin
VI, M ian 1821,pi. 2

ClmentinVI,Milan1821,p 29
a. Engravingafter herm of Perikles,
Vatican, E. Q. Visconti,Musee Pie-

c. Engravingafter hermof Perikles,Vatican,
E. Q. Visc. vconti,
Iconographigrecque I,
Milan 1824, pl. 15

b. Engravingafter herm of Perikles,Vatican,
right side, E. Q. Visconti, Musee PieClementinVI, Milan 1821, pl. 29

d. Engravingafter herm of Perikles,Vatican,
left side, E. Q. Visconti, Iconographie
grecqueI, Milan 1824, pl. 15
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